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Warm-up 
A warm up-period is the first part of every training session, as well as preparation for competition. The importance of a 
warm-up, prior to exercise, cannot be overstressed.  Warming up raises the body temperature and prepares the muscles, 
nervous system, tendons, ligaments and cardiovascular system for upcoming stretches and exercises. The chances of 
injury are greatly reduced by increasing muscle elasticity. 

For rhythmic gymnastics, this part of the workout should be more than just a series of calisthenics used to warm up 
and stretch the athletes muscles.  A traditional rhythmic gymnastics warm-up is done to music, beginning with 
locomotor movements traveling around the mat and then moving on to stretching exercises, combined with body skills 
and dance elements.  Many rhythmic gymnastics workouts begin with a ballet barre, which focuses on the athlete s 
body position and alignment as well as warming up and stretching the muscles.   Incorporating movement to music in 
the warm-up will not only be fun, but will instill a sense of rhythm and musicality that is important in rhythmic 
gymnastics. 

Warming Up 

 

Raises body temperature 

 

Increases heart and respiratory rate 

 

Prepares the muscles and nervous system for exercise 

 

Stretches the muscles to increase the athlete s range of motion 

 

Creates an awareness of correct alignment and body position 

 

Instills a sense of timing and rhythm to music 

 

Begins the practice session with fun and energy 

The warm-up may be different for each practice session.  Depending on the phase of the competitive season, the 
warm-up will vary in length and content.  For example, in the first weeks of training, the warm-up may take up to 30 
minutes, because the athlete will be learning basic body positions and skills during that time.  As the season progresses 
and competition draws near, more practice time will be spent on performing competitive routines, and the athletes will 
just need sufficient time in the warm-up to prepare their muscles for the movements they will do in their routines.  A 
warm-up period will include the following basic sequence and components:  

Activity Purpose Time (minimum) 

Aerobic activities, which 
may include locomotor 
movements to music 

Warms up the muscles, teaches locomotor skills, 
increases musicality 

5 minutes 

Stretching Increases range of motion 10 minutes 

Body skills & dance 
elements 

Introduces rhythmic gymnastics movements that will 
later be incorporated into routines 

Depends on the phase 
of the season 
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Aerobic Warm-Up to Music 
This part of the warm-up may be performed to any type of music, beginning slowly and gradually increasing in tempo.  
Remember to incorporate arm and body movements with the locomotor skills.  Here is a sample aerobic warm-up to 
music.  
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Aerobic Warm-up 

Section 1  Walk 
1- 16 walking steps 
2- 8 steps on tiptoe while raising the arms, turn right as arms lower to sides, 8 steps on tiptoe while raising the 

arms, turn left as arms lower to the sides 
3- 4 walking steps as arms move to high 5th, 2 walking steps as right arm pushes to the right, 2 walking steps as 

left arm pushes to the left  
4- 4 walking steps as arms move to high 5th, 2 walking steps as right arm pushes to the right, 2 walking steps as 

left arm pushes to the left  
5- Repeat # 3 with a plié and contraction on the first 2 steps 
6- Repeat #4 with a plié and contraction on the first 2 steps 
7- Jump 

Section 2  March, Kick, Step, Hop 
1- 16 marching steps 
2- 8 walking steps with 3 sagittal arm circles right, clap thighs twice  
3- 8 walking steps with 3 sagittal arm circles left, clap thighs twice 
4- 8 walking steps with 3 sagittal arm circles right, clap thighs twice 
5- 8 walking steps with 3 sagittal arm circles left, clap thighs twice 
6- 16 marching steps on toes 

DEEP BREATH 

7- 3 walking steps kick left 
8- 3 walking steps kick right 
9- 3 walking steps kick left 
10- 3 walking steps kick right 
11- 3 walking steps, hop lifting left knee 
12- 3 walking steps, hop lifting right knee 
13- 3 walking steps, hop lifting left knee 
14- 3 walking steps, hop lifting right knee 
15- 3 walking steps in relevé kick left 
16- 3 walking steps in relevé kick right 
17- 3 walking steps in relevé kick left 
18- 3 walking steps in relevé kick right 

DEEP BREATH 

Section 3  Run, Chasse 
1- 32 running steps 
2- 8 running steps as arms move to high 5th, 4 running steps as right arm pushes to the right, 4 running steps as 

left arm pushes to the left 
3- 8 running steps as arms move to high 5th, 4 running steps as right arm pushes to the right, 4 running steps as 

left arm pushes to the left 
4- 8 running steps as arms move to high 5th, 4 running steps as right arm pushes to the right, 4 running steps as 

left arm pushes to the left 
5- 8 running steps as right arm circles sagittally 2 times, clap thighs twice 
6- 8 running steps as left arm circles sagittally 2 times, clap thighs twice 
7- 8 running steps as right arm circles sagittally 2 times, clap thighs twice 
8- 8 running steps as left arm circles sagittally 2 times, clap thighs twice 
9- 6 chasses right, arms side middle, turn to face outside the circle 
10- 6 chassés left, arms side middle, turn to face inside the circle 
11- 6 chassés right, arms circle, turn to face outside the circle 
12- 6 chassés left, arms circle, turn to face inside the circle 
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13- 8 runs to center of circle, raising arms to high 5th 
14- 8 runs backward as arms lower 
15- 8 runs to center of circle to high 5th 
16- 8 runs backward as arms lower 
17- Step right with tendu left, curtsy left 
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Stretching 
Stretching is one of the most critical parts of the warm-up, especially for an athlete participating in rhythmic 
gymnastics.  Not only are flexible muscles stronger, healthier and less prone to injury, but they allow the athlete to 
perform with supple and fluid body movements, which are integral to the sport of rhythmic gymnastics. Please refer to 
the Stretching section for more in-depth information. 

Specific Rhythmic Gymnastics Skill Progressions 
All skills, whether body or apparatus skills, can be broken down into parts.   Athletes will have more fun and experience 
more success if they can learn complex skills in small segments.  Make each small segment a goal to be accomplished 
and reward the attempt, whether the athlete accomplishes the complete skill or not. 

In rhythmic gymnastics, it is important to teach body skills and apparatus skills separately.  The warm-up is an ideal 
time to introduce and practice the body skills the athlete will later perform while using the hand apparatus. 

Specific Warm-Up Activities 

 

Body Skills  Jumps/leaps, pivots/turns, balances, flexibilities  Please refer to the Skills Section for more in-
depth information. 

 

Body Waves  Supple arm and body waves are important in rhythmic gymnastics.  Here is choreography, which 
includes stretching as well as body waves.  Practicing to music will help the athletes learn to interpret the music 
with body movements.  Note  The Body Waves Choreography is shown two times, once from the front and 
once from the back, which will be easy to follow.  
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Body Waves Choreography  
Hold 8 counts  

0  0:23 

 
Right arm - Arm wave front, overhead to arm wave side, overhead to arm wave front 

 
Left arm - Arm wave front, overhead to arm wave side, overhead to arm wave 

 

Front  

0:23  0:42 

 

Both arms  2 arm waves front, overhead with relevé to arm wave side with plié, close in low 5th 

 

Repeat  

0:42  1:00 

 

Arms overhead  Swing arms down & back as body contracts in plié, plié & swing arms forward & up 

 

Repeat swings 2 more times 

 

Lower right arm softly in front 

 

Lower left arm softly in front  

1:00  1:08 

 

Tendu left as arms move right  side body wave left through plié & finish in tendu right, with arms left 

 

Side body wave right 

 

¼ turn right to face sideways, arms overhead  

1:08  1:30 

 

Back body wave, finishing with a front arm wave with both arms 

 

3 alternating front arm waves 

 

Repeat body waves 2 times.  No arm wave on the last body wave.   

1:30  1:37 

 

Bourrée turn to face front, arms overhead 

 

As arms lower, kneel on right leg, then left leg to finish sitting on heels   

1:37  2:02 

 

Body circumduction right.  Place right hand on floor, extend left leg.  Finish sitting on both heels. 

 

Body circumduction left.  Place left hand on floor, extend right leg.  Finish sitting on both heels. 

 

Body circumduction right. 

 

Sit on left hip, then straddle sit facing front  

2:02  2:57 

 

Stretch to right leg (1-2), arms round in front (3-4), stretch to left leg (5-6), arms round in front (7-8) 

 

Hug knees (1-4) 
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¼ turn right to sit on heels facing the side, raise arms (5-6) 

 
Lower front arm (7) 

 
¼ turn right to straddle sit facing back (8) 

 
Repeat stretches 2 times, once facing back & once facing front 

 
On the last repeat, as the front arm lowers, stand & face front  

2:57  3:06 

 

3 alternating side arm waves to finish in low 5th   

3:06  3:27 

 

Both arms circle counterclockwise to finish with arm wave right (10 counts) 

 

Both arms circle clockwise to finish with arm wave left (8 counts)  

3:27  3:45 

 

Repeat arm circles right & left with bourrée right & left (8 counts each way)  

3:45  3:52 

 

3 alternating arm waves to finish in low 5th  

3:52  4:12 

 

Both arms  2 arm waves front, overhead with relevé to arm wave side with plié, close in low 5th 

 

Repeat  

4:12  4:26 

 

Step right to curtsy as right arm circles overhead to arm wave right 

 

Step left to curtsy as left arm circles overhead to arm wave left 

 

Finish in 1st position  
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Ballet 
Rhythmic gymnastics combines dance with the use of hand apparatus:  rope, hoop, ball, clubs and ribbon.  When 
training the athletes, it is easy to focus on the apparatus skills and overlook the importance of learning correct technique 
for the dance elements.  Ballet is very important for the rhythmic gymnastics competitor!  Using a ballet warm-up at the 
beginning of the practice session will give the athletes a foundation for learning all the body skills. If a dance studio is 
not available, you can do the ballet warm-up in the gym or in another open space.   

Ballet will benefit the athlete by: 

 

Developing a strong core, which aids the athlete in learning balances and pivots. 

 

Strengthening the ankles and legs, which allows the athlete to jump/leap with amplitude and good form. 

 

Teaching correct body alignment. 

 

Teaching the basic positions for the feet and arms. 

 

Teaching musicality. 

 

Teaching sequencing of steps. 
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Ballet Positions 
There are five basic positions in ballet.  In rhythmic gymnastics, the most commonly used positions are: 

First Position 
The athlete learns to turn out the legs from the hips and to hold the arms in a fixed, rounded position. 

 

Fifth Position 
Arms may be either in low fifth or high fifth. 

 

Fifth Position with Arms in Low Fifth 
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Fifth Position with Arms in High Fifth 

  

Sous-Sus - Fifth position in relevé, with one foot directly in front of the other foot. 

 

Here is a sample ballet warm-up, which includes exercises at the barre and in center.  If you do not have access to a 
ballet barre, the back of a chair or anything that will give the athlete something stable to hold onto for support will be 
acceptable.  
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Ballet Warm-up 
1. Plié and relevé  Warms up the legs.  Teaches turnout and balance.  

  

Plié in first position 

  

Relevé and balance in first position 
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Plié in second position 

  

Relevé and balance in second position 

      

Upper back stretch 
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Side stretch 

 

2. Tendu (front, side and back) and balance in passé  Tendu teaches straight, tight legs and pointed toes.  The passé 
(parallel and turned out) teaches the correct position for balances and pivots.  Working at the barre allows the 
athlete to experiment with the passé position and find the correct body alignment for balance.  Practice this exercise 
with both the right and left legs.  
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Tendu to the front 

  

Tendu to the side 

  

Tendu to the back 
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Parallel passé 

  

Turned out passé 

  

Balance in passé 
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3. Degagé  Teaches quick, dynamic movements with the feet and legs.  Practice this exercise with both the right and 
left legs.  

        

Additional exercise: 

 

From first position, lift the heel of one foot. 

  

Push to extend the foot, pointing the toes. 
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4. Rond de jambe and balance in arabesque  Rond de jambe teaches extension of the legs and turnout from the hips, 
with the leg to the front, side and back.  Practice this exercise with both the right and left legs.  
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5. Developpé  Teaches the turned out passé position and the extension of the free leg to the front, side and back. The 
athlete should concentrate more on keeping the body in proper alignment than on lifting the leg high.  

   

Before attempting the developpé, practice passé to tendu (front, side and back)   

     

Passé and developpé to the front  
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Passé and developpé to the side  

     

Passé and developpé to the back  

     

Add stretches forward and backward at the end of the exercise 
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6. Grand Battement 

 
Develops the dynamics and strength necessary to lift the leg into high kicks, leaps and other 

dance movements.  Teaches turnout from the hips and an awareness of fully extended legs.   

   

Grand battement to the front 

  

Grand battement to the side  
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Grand battement to the back 

  

Add a heel stretch at the end of the exercise 

    

7. Port de Bras  Teaches the athlete to move the arms gracefully and classically in a fixed shape.   
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8. Jumps  Strengthens the ankles and teaches basic jumping technique.  Every jump must begin and end in plié.  
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Jumps in first position 

     

Jumps in second position 
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9. Reverance  Shows the grace and fluidity of ballet movement.   
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Stretching 
Flexibility is especially important for athletes participating in rhythmic gymnastics, because the sport is characterized 
by supple body movements and graceful, fluid dance steps.  Flexibility is achieved through stretching.  As with other 
parts of the warm-up, stretching exercises can be performed to music, which will not only develop flexibility, but will 
increase the athletes ability to move with the music. 

Before stretching, the athletes should warm up the muscles with a series of aerobic exercises.  Stretches should be 
done gently and held for several seconds.  Never use ballistic bouncing to stretch or force the athletes to stretch farther 
than they can do comfortably.  To achieve the maximum benefit, the athletes must do the stretches with correct body 
position and alignment.   

It is also important to breathe deeply while stretching. As you lean into the stretch, exhale. Once the stretching point 
is reached, continue to inhale and exhale while holding the stretch. Encourage the athletes to make stretching a part of 
their daily lives.  Regular, daily stretching has been demonstrated to:  

1. Increase the length of the muscle-tendon unit 
2. Increase joint range of motion 
3. Reduce muscle tension 
4. Develop body awareness 
5. Promote increased circulation 
6. Improve self image and overall wellness  

Some athletes, such as those with Down Syndrome, may have low muscle tone that makes them appear very 
flexible. Be careful not to allow these athletes to stretch beyond a normal, safe range.  To prevent injuries, athletes who 
are extremely flexible will need to develop the strength to control their flexibility. 

In this guide, we will focus on stretches that are important for athletes participating in rhythmic gymnastics.  Many 
of the stretches serve a dual purpose, because they are preparations for specific Body Skills.  For example, splits show 
the position an athlete will try to achieve during a leap.  Also, exercises such as pointing and flexing the feet develop 
strength and flexibility in the ankles, as well as teach the athlete to point the toes, which is very important in all 
gymnastics skills.  You will find more of these references listed with the stretches below.  

Neck 
Exercises to warm up the neck will teach the athlete to use the head in different positions.  It is important for the body 
to remain motionless, in alignment, when the athlete moves the head.  In rhythmic gymnastics, the athlete will move the 
head to follow the hand apparatus, especially on tosses, and in the choreography of competition routines.  Note  never 
circle the head in a complete rotation or move the head forcefully.  
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Head  Look up and down 

   

Head  Look side to side 
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Head  Tilt side to side 

   

Arms and Shoulders 
Many skills in rhythmic gymnastics require shoulder flexibility.  During the warm-up, athletes can learn to keep their 
arms straight and moving on plane, which will be important for sagittal circles and swings with all hand apparatus.  
Shoulder flexibility is also important for supple body waves and an elegant carriage of the upper body. 

Arm Circles 

 

Torso and Back 
In rhythmic gymnastics, torso and back flexibility are very important.  Many skills, such as body waves, require the 
athlete to move with suppleness from an arched to a contracted position or from a contraction on one side to a 
contraction on the other side.  A supple torso and back will give the athlete the appearance of moving effortlessly from 
one element to the next. 
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Side Stretch 

 
For the correct position in the side stretch, the athlete must stand squarely on both feet, with the hips in 
alignment. 

  

The position is incorrect when the athlete pushes the hips to the side, weights the feet unevenly or bends a 
knee. 

  

Cat Stretch 
This exercise will develop the supple back movement for body waves. 

 

The athlete kneels on the hands and knees. 
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The athlete shows an arched position. 

  

The athlete s back moves in a supple manner to a contracted position. 

 

Arch and contract on knees 
This exercise will develop the supple back movement for body waves. 

 

Arch down  
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Contract up 

 

Donut 
This exercise stretches the back in an arched position, which is important for skills such as the Back Arch on Knees. 

 

Tabletop 
Not only is it important for the athlete to be able to arch and contract the back, but he/she must also be capable of 
maintaining a straight body position. 
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Backbend 
The backbend is an acrobatic element that increases back flexibility.  When spotting the backbend from a stand, the 
coach must support the athlete with one hand under the back and one hand under the shoulder.  Athletes who have 
Down Syndrome and have been diagnosed with atlanto-axial instability should not do this exercise. 

  

Backbend 

  

Backbend lifting one leg 

 

Legs and Feet 
Strength and flexibility of the legs and feet are of the utmost importance for rhythmic gymnastics.  All jumps, leaps and 
high kicks should be performed with the legs and feet extended.  Pivots and balances must be executed with the athlete 
standing high on the toes, with a straight supporting leg. 
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Point and Flex 

 
The athlete sits in a pike position and points and flexes the feet. 

    

Pike 

 

The athlete sits tall in a pike position and then stretches forward. 

    

Tuck 

 

The athlete can practice the tuck position during the warm-up. 
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Heel Stretch 

 
Heel stretch with one leg 

  

Heel stretch with both legs 

   

Practicing the heel stretch sitting is a good way to begin learning an assisted side balance. 
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Straddle 

 
Sitting in a straddle position 

  

Stretching to the side in a straddle position 

  

Stretching to the front in a straddle position 

 

Lunge (on one knee) 

 

In the correct lunge position, the knee will be directly over the foot. 
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In the incorrect lunge position, the knee will be in front of the foot. 

 

Splits 

 

Front split 

  

Straddle split 
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Stretching - Quick Reference Guidelines  

Begin with an aerobic warm-up 

Begin stretching only when the athletes muscles are warm. 

Be Systematic 

Start at the top of body and work your way down. 

Check body position and alignment 

Athletes must always have the correct body position and alignment.  Remember, stretching exercises are 
also training exercises for Body Skills. 

Relate stretches to rhythmic gymnastics skills 

Remind the athletes that the stretches during the warm-up will be the same motions they will repeat later 
when they practice body skills and work with the hand apparatus. 

Emphasize fluidity and suppleness 

Make slow, progressive stretches. 

Do not bounce or jerk to stretch farther. 

Never force an athlete to stretch farther than is comfortable. 

Use Variety 

Make stretching fun! 

Stretch to music. 

Use different exercises, such as ballet, to work the same muscles. 

Breathe Naturally 

Do not hold your breath. 

Use breathing to increase the amount of stretch.  

Allow for Individual Differences 

Athletes start and progress at different levels. 

Reward any attempt to improve flexibility. 

Be aware that athletes who are extremely flexible need to develop the strength to control that flexibility. 

Stretch Regularly 

Stretch during every practice session. 

Encourage athletes to stretch at home. 
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Cool-Down 
The cool-down is as important as the warm up; however, this portion of the workout is often ignored. Stopping an 
activity abruptly may cause pooling of the blood and slow the removal of waste products in the athlete's body. It may 
also cause cramps, soreness, and other problems for Special Olympics athletes. The cool-down gradually reduces the 
body temperature and heart rate and speeds the recovery process before the next training session or competitive 
experience. Since rhythmic gymnastics is not a sport that requires constant aerobic activity, the cool-down is most often 
a good time for the coach and athlete to talk about the session or competition. It is also a good time to do stretching. 
Muscles are warm and receptive to stretching movements.  The cool-down period may be used for strength and 
conditioning training.  

Activity Purpose Time (minimum) 

Slow aerobic jog Lowers body temperature 

Gradually lowers heart rate 

Depends on the nature 
of the practice 
session.  May not be 
necessary. 

Stretching Removes waste from muscles 

Improves flexibility 

5 - 10 minutes 

Strength and 
conditioning 

Improves overall fitness 

Improves areas of weakness that affect the athletes 
performance 

5 - 10 minutes 

Especially important 
in the pre-competitive 
season 
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Body Skills 
Body Skills for rhythmic gymnastics are divided into four categories: 

Jumps/Leaps 
An athlete must have strength and flexibility to jump and leap well.  She can develop ankle strength by doing relevés 
and jumping rope.  For skills such as hitch kicks and split leaps, grand battements (high kicks) will increase the strength 
in her legs.  Splits and other stretching exercises will increase her flexibility.  Again, core strength is necessary for the 
athlete to maintain a stable upper body position during jumps and leaps.  Only with a stable upper body can the athlete 
have control of her arm position. 

 

Cat leap 

 

Chassé 

 

Hitch kick 

 

Leap 

 

Step hop 

 

Straight jump 

Pivots/Turns 
In order for an athlete to turn well, she must have good posture and body alignment.  Core strength is essential for 
maintaining correct alignment of the torso and pelvis.  For basic turns on two feet (tiptoe and chainé turns), the athlete 
has to maintain a straight body position.  This can be practiced lying on the floor:  first learning to activate the core 
muscles necessary to achieve the straight body position and then doing a log roll to learn to maintain that position.  The 
next progression is to learn pivots standing on one foot (for example, passé pivots).  This requires more balance and 
greater control over body alignment.  The athlete should first practice standing flat-footed in the position of the pivot, 
then balancing in that position in relevé.  Once the athlete can balance successfully, she can try a 180° and then 360° 
pivot.  Remember  always teach the correct position first and then the pivot! 

 

Chainé turn 

 

Passé pivot 

 

Tiptoe turn 
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Teaching Rhythmic Gymnastics Skills 

Balances 
Good posture and body alignment are the keys to good balances.  The same progressions can be used for balances as for 
pivots and turns.  The athlete must learn to activate the core abdominal muscles to maintain correct alignment of the 
torso and pelvis.  Pilates exercises are excellent for developing this strength.  Always practice balances first flat-footed 
and then in relevé.  Pay attention to details, such as placement of the free foot and the arms.  

 
Arabesque (front and back) 

 

Passé 

 

Relevé 

 

Flexibilities 
Rhythmic gymnasts must demonstrate supple body waves, as well as elements of leg and back flexibility.  Some 
athletes are naturally supple and must train with strength exercises in order to prevent injuries when working on 
flexibilities, while other athletes are naturally stiff and must stretch in order to perform the flexibilities.  The coach must 
identify the strengths and weaknesses of each rhythmic gymnast and design an appropriate training plan. 

 

Back arch on knees 

 

Body waves (front, back and side) 

 

Grand battement 
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Arabesque (Front) 

 

Stand on one leg with the other leg extended to the front, toe pointed on the floor.  Keeping both legs straight, lift the 
front leg off of the ground, as high as possible with good body position.  Arm position is optional. 

 

To achieve the correct body position, the athlete can practice the front arabesque holding onto a ballet barre.  
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Teaching Rhythmic Gymnastics Skills 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Arabesque (Front)  

Error Correction 

Athlete s free leg is bent. Practice tendu to the front.  Pay careful 
attention to stretching the leg. 

Practice developpé to the front.  Pay careful 
attention to the extension of the leg. 

Athlete s feet are flexed. Sit on the floor and practice pointing and 
flexing the feet until the athlete understands 
the difference. 

Athlete is off balance. Check the body alignment.  Make sure the 
supporting leg is straight and the body is 
aligned, with the torso upright.  Have the 
athlete lower the free leg to get better balance. 

Practice the front arabesque with the athlete 
holding onto a ballet barre for support. 
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Arabesque (Back) 

 

Stand on one leg with the other leg extended to the back, toe pointed on the floor.  Keeping both legs straight and the 
torso upright, lift the back leg off the ground, as high as possible with good body position.  Arm position is optional. 

 

To achieve the correct body position, the athlete can practice the back arabesque holding onto a ballet barre. 

 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Arabesque (Back)  

Error Correction 

Athlete s free leg is bent. Practice tendu to the back.  Pay careful 
attention to stretching the leg.  

Practice developpé to the back.  Pay careful 
attention to the extension of the leg.   

Athlete s feet are flexed. Sit on the floor and practice pointing and 
flexing the feet until the athlete understands 
the difference. 

Athlete is off balance. Check the body alignment.  Make sure the 
supporting leg is straight and the body is 
aligned, with the torso upright.  Have the 
athlete lower the free leg to get better balance. 

Practice the back arabesque with the athlete 
holding onto a ballet barre for support. 
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Back Arch on Knees 

 

The athlete kneels and arches backward. 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Back Arch on Knees  

Error Correction 

Athlete sits on feet. Have athlete extend the hips forward and 
grow tall before the back arch. 

Spot the athlete by holding her hips in the 
proper position.   

Athlete holds arms too far forward and does 
not arch backward. 

Have the athlete grow tall and arch back with 
arms by the ears. 

Have the athlete hold a club (the head in one 
hand and the body in the other) when she 
arches back.  The athlete will be able to see 
the club if the arms are too far forward.    

Athlete is afraid to arch backward and has 
trouble coming up. 

Spot the athlete with one hand on the back and 
one hand on the shoulder blade. 

Never ask the athlete to arch back farther than 
is comfortable. 

Develop core strength to help the athlete 
control the arch.  
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Body Waves 
With the three body waves listed below (front, back and side), the athlete must involve the whole body in the wave.  It 
is incorrect to move only the arms. 

 

Body Wave (Front)  

      

A front body wave must have a contraction, an arch and a supple wave through the body. 

 

Separate the movements so that the knees go forward first, then the hips go forward, the back arches and finally 
the body straightens.  

 

The athlete should finish the body wave in a balanced position.   
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Teaching Rhythmic Gymnastics Skills 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Body Wave (Front)  

Error Correction 

Athlete does not contract. Hold an upright hoop in front of the athlete.  
Have her contract forward so that the body 
conforms to the shape of the hoop. 

Athlete does not arch. Stand behind the athlete and have her bend 
backward to look at you. 

Athlete does not show a supple wave 
throughout the body. 

In the contraction, make sure the athlete 
begins with slightly bent knees.  Separate the 
movements so the knees go forward first, then 
the hips go forward, the back arches and 
finally the body straightens to an upright 
position.   
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Teaching Rhythmic Gymnastics Skills 

Body Wave (Back) 

 
A back body wave must have an arch, a contraction and a supple wave through the body. 

 
Separate the movements so the back arches first, then the body contracts, the knees go forward, the hips go 
forward and then the body straightens.   

 
The athlete should finish the body wave in a balanced position.   

Faults & Fixes Chart  Body Wave (Back)  

Error Correction 

Athlete does not contract. Hold an upright hoop in front of the athlete.  
Have her contract forward so that the body 
conforms to the shape of the hoop. 

Athlete does not arch. Stand behind the athlete and have her bend 
backward to look at you. 

Athlete does not show a supple wave 
throughout the body. 

With the athlete standing in the arched 
position, hold an upright hoop in front of her.  
Have her knees contact the hoop first, 
followed by the midsection of the body and 
finally the upper body and head. 
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Body Wave (Side) 
A side body wave must have a contraction to one side, a supple wave through the body, and finish with a contraction to 
the other side.  The athlete begins in a tendu to the side, passes through a second position plié, and finishes in a tendu to 
the other side. 

    

Faults & Fixes Chart  Body Wave (Side)  

Error Correction 

Athlete does not contract to the side. Have the athlete imagine that her leotard is 
wrinkled on one side and stretched on the 
other side. 

Athlete loses body alignment during the plié. Remind the athlete to keep the shoulders 
directly over the hips.  Have her imagine 
doing the plié in a narrow hallway. 

Athlete does not show a supple wave 
throughout the body. 

Make sure the athlete passes through plié 
while changing the contraction from one side 
to the other.  Practice the body waves from 
side to side, allowing the hips and shoulders to 
swing.  Remember to keep the shoulders 
above the hips. 
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Cat Leap 

    

The cat leap is done with the legs bent in a front attitude position (turned out).  The athlete steps and kicks one leg in 
front, jumps and changes legs in a scissor-like motion. 
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Teaching Rhythmic Gymnastics Skills 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Cat Leap  

Error Correction 

Athlete s feet are flexed. Sit on the floor and practice pointing and 
flexing the feet until the athlete understands 
the difference.  Practice the front attitude 
position sitting or standing.  It is often 
difficult to bend your leg and point your toes 
at the same time. 

Athlete has excessive movement in the upper 
body.   

Practice the kick and change of legs without 
the jump, paying careful attention to body 
position, until the athlete has the strength and 
body control to add the jump. 

Do conditioning exercises to develop core 
strength. 

Athlete has no control over arm position. Practice the arm movement separately from 
the jump. 
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Chainé Turn 

    

Keeping the feet in first position relevé, the athlete performs a three-step 360° traveling turn on the toes.  She should 
turn 180° with each step.  

 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Chainé Turn  

Error Correction 

Athlete takes too many or too few steps. Have the athlete stand on a line on the floor 
and take three steps while turning 360°.  If 
you have access to a ballet barre, have the 
athlete practice holding onto the barre, turning 
180° with each step.  Try putting three pieces 
of tape in a line on the floor and tell the 
athlete to step on each one. 

Athlete turns the wrong direction. Stand behind the athlete and direct the 
shoulders in the correct direction. 

Athlete turns flat-footed.  Have the athlete practice standing in relevé 
(on toes).  Then, have the athlete walk in 
relevé.  Finally, add the turn.  If you have 
access to a ballet barre, have the athlete 
practice holding onto the barre, turning 180° 
with each step, and staying in relevé. 

Athlete has difficulty controlling the arms. Have the athlete hold an object (such as a ball) 
with both hands directly in front of the 
bellybutton. 
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Chassés 
In the two types of chassés listed below (front and side), the athlete must jump high enough to point the toes and show 
the correct position of the feet. 

Chassé (Front) 
The athlete performs a forward gallop step.  The athlete should practice the front chassé with both the right and left foot 
in front.  

  

The feet should be closed together in the air, with one foot in front of the other.  
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Teaching Rhythmic Gymnastics Skills 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Chassé (Front)  

Error Correction 

Athlete s feet do not close together in the air. To demonstrate the correct position of the 
feet, have the athlete sit on the floor in a pike 
position with ankles crossed and toes pointed. 

Athlete has excessive movement in the upper 
body.   

Have two coaches walk with the athlete, 
locking arms with the athlete to add stability.  
Practice slowly, with a small jump, until the 
athlete can keep her body still and in 
alignment. 

Do conditioning exercises to develop core 
strength. 

Athlete does not jump high enough to point 
the feet in the air. 

Practice straight jumps until the athlete learns 
to point the toes when jumping.  Relevés and 
jumps will strengthen the ankles so the athlete 
can jump high enough to be able to point the 
toes.  
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Teaching Rhythmic Gymnastics Skills 

Chassé (Side) 
The athlete performs a sideways gallop step.  The athlete should practice the side chassé to the right and left. 

  

The feet should be together, side by side, in the air. 

 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Chassé (Side)  

Error Correction 

Athletes feet do not close together in the air. To demonstrate the correct position of the 
feet, have the athlete sit on the floor in a pike 
position with the feet side by side, toes 
pointed. 

Athlete has excessive movement in the upper 
body.   

Have the athlete face a ballet barre and 
practice the chassé.  Practice slowly, with a 
small jump, until the athlete can keep her 
body still and in alignment. 

Do conditioning exercises to develop core 
strength. 

Athlete does not jump high enough to point 
the feet in the air. 

Practice straight jumps until the athlete learns 
to point the toes when jumping.  Relevés and 
jumps will strengthen the ankles so the athlete 
can jump high enough to be able to point the 
toes.  
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Grand Battement 
The athlete performs a high kick to the front, side, or back.  

 

Grand Battement to the front 

 

The Grand Battement to the front is a skill that may be used in routines for competition.  In addition, this skill 
prepares the athlete to thrust the front leg dynamically forward for leaps, jumps and flexibilities. 

 

In the Grand Battement to the front, the athlete must keep both legs straight and the upper body stretched tall.  It 
is helpful to teach this skill first with the athlete holding onto a ballet barre behind her, with the feeling that 
he/she is standing as tall and straight as the wall.  Next, progress to holding onto the barre with one hand, for 
stability.  Remember - the athlete s free arm must be held in a defined shape.  Finally, progress to the center of 
the floor.   
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Grand Battement to the side 

 
The Grand Battement to the side is a skill that may be used in routines for competition.  In addition, this skill 
prepares the athlete to kick the leg dynamically to the side for side leaps and other jumps.  The kick to the side is 
also a preparation for catching the leg to do advanced balances and flexibilities. 

 
In the Grand Battement to the side, the athlete must keep both legs straight and the shoulders and hips square.  
Teach this skill with the athlete holding onto a ballet barre with one hand for support. 

 

The position of the Grand Battement to the side is not with the leg directly to the side by the shoulder.  Most 
athletes do not have the hip flexibility to be able to achieve this position without moving the body out of 
alignment.  The correct position will be determined by each athlete s flexibility and will probably be a little 
diagonally side and to the front.  Therefore, do not teach this skill with the athlete facing the barre.  

 

Grand Battement to the back 

 

The Grand Battement to the back prepares the athlete to lift the back leg straight and with dynamics during leaps 
and other jumps. 

 

In the Grand Battement to the back, the athlete must keep both legs straight and the shoulders back and square.  
It is helpful to teach this skill first with the athlete facing the ballet barre, keeping the shoulders square to the 
wall.  Next, progress to holding onto the barre with one hand and, finally, to the center of the floor.   
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Faults & Fixes Chart  Grand Battement  

Error Correction 

Athlete s legs are bent. Practice tendu, emphasizing straight legs. 

Athlete s feet are flexed. Sit on the floor and practice pointing and 
flexing the feet until the athlete understands 
the difference.  Then, stand and practice 
degagés. 

Athlete has excessive movement in the upper 
body.   

Have the athlete lie on her back and practice 
grand battement to the front or side, paying 
attention to engaging the core abdominal 
muscles to maintain stability. 

When the athlete is standing, keep the kicks 
smaller until she has control of position and 
alignment. 

Do conditioning exercises to develop core 
strength. 

Athlete s legs are turned in. Have the athlete tendu to the front, side and 
back and correct the alignment of the hips.  
Repeat with the athlete lifting the leg slightly.  

Rond de jambe and developpé are good ballet 
exercises for improving turnout.  

Athlete bends the supporting leg. Have the athlete do the kicks lower and 
concentrate on stretching the supporting leg. 
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Hitch Kick 
Keeping both legs straight, the athlete steps and kicks one leg high in front, jumps and changes legs in a scissor-like 
motion. 

    

Faults & Fixes Chart  Hitch Kick  

Error Correction 

Athlete s legs are bent. Practice tendu and grand battement to the 
front, concentrating on extending the legs. 

Athlete s feet are flexed. Sit on the floor and practice pointing and 
flexing the feet until the athlete understands 
the difference.  

Practice grand battement to the front, 
concentrating on pointing the toes. 

Athlete has excessive movement in the upper 
body.   

Practice the kick and change of legs without 
the jump, paying careful attention to body 
position.  When the athlete has the strength 
and body control, add the jump. Then, have 
two coaches walk with the athlete, locking 
arms with the athlete to add stability.  Practice 
slowly, with a small jump, until the athlete can 
keep her body still and in alignment. 

Do conditioning exercises to develop core 
strength.   
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Leap 
The athlete kicks one leg straight in front, takes off from the back foot and leaps forward, landing on the front foot.  In 
the air, the athlete should show the maximum possible split of the legs.  A split leap will show at least 180° split of the 
legs.  A stride leap will show a lesser degree of split. 
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Teaching Rhythmic Gymnastics Skills 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Leap  

Error Correction 

Athlete s legs are bent. Practice tendu and grand battement to the 
front and back, concentrating on extending the 
legs. 

Athlete s feet are flexed. Sit on the floor and practice pointing and 
flexing the feet until the athlete understands 
the difference.  

Practice grand battement to the front and back, 
concentrating on pointing the toes. 

Athlete has excessive movement in the upper 
body.   

Have two coaches walk with the athlete, 
locking arms with the athlete to add stability.  
Practice slowly, with a small jump, until the 
athlete can keep her body still and in 
alignment.  If possible, have the coaches 
suspend the athlete in the air long enough for 
her to experience the feeling of straight legs 
and pointed toes. 

Do conditioning exercises to develop core 
strength. 

Athlete s legs do not split in the air. Practice splits on the floor to improve 
flexibility.  

 Practice grand battement to increase strength. 

 

Athlete does not jump high enough. Practice relevés and straight jumps to increase 
ankle strength.  Practice step hops to learn to 
take off from one foot.  On the step hops, 
emphasize pushing with the take-off foot 
enough to extend that foot and point the toes. 
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Passé 
The athlete stands on one foot with the toes of the free foot pointed to the knee of the supporting leg. 

 
In a turned out passé, the knee should be opened to the side. 

  

To learn the correct position, the athlete can sit on the floor to practice the passé. 
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Teaching Rhythmic Gymnastics Skills 

 
In a parallel passé, the knee will face forward. 

 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Passé  

Error Correction 

Athlete s knee is positioned incorrectly and/or 
the toes are not pointed. 

To demonstrate the correct placement, have 
the athlete sit on the floor in a pike and 
position one leg in passé.  Make sure the knee 
is either turned out to the side or facing 
forward, and the hips remain square.  The foot 
should be pointed, with the big toe touching 
the inside of the opposite leg just below the 
knee. 

Athlete is off balance. To practice balancing, have the athlete hold 
onto a ballet barre or something sturdy.   With 
the support of the barre, the athlete can work 
to find the proper body alignment that will 
allow her to balance. 

Do conditioning exercises to develop core 
strength.  

Athlete bends supporting leg. Have the athlete practice pliés, emphasizing 
the straightening of the legs at the end of each 
plié.  That stretched feeling should be the 
same for the supporting leg during a passé. 
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Passé Pivot 
Standing on one leg, the athlete pivots 180° or 360° in a turned out passé position.  

  

Use this progression to teach the passé pivot: 

 

Preparation: a forward lunge with the feet turned out, hips square, one arm rounded in front, one arm rounded to 
the side.  

  

Passé balance flat-footed. 

 

Passé balance in relevé. 

 

180° pivot in the passé position. 

 

360° pivot in the passé position. 
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Faults & Fixes Chart  Passé Pivot  

Error Correction 

Athlete s knee is turned in and toes are not 
pointed. 

To demonstrate the correct placement, have 
the athlete sit on the floor in a pike and 
position one leg in passé.  Make sure the knee 
is turned out to the side and the hips remain 
square.  The foot should be pointed, with the 
big toe touching the inside of the opposite leg 
just below the knee. 

Athlete is off balance. Before turning, have the athlete practice just a 
passé balance until she has the proper body 
alignment and control.   

Do conditioning exercises to develop core 
strength. 

Athlete bends supporting leg. Have the athlete practice pliés and relevés, 
emphasizing the straightening of the legs into 
the relevé.  That stretched feeling should be 
the same for the supporting leg during a passé 
pivot.  Before turning, have the athlete 
practice the preparation and relevé into passé, 
emphasizing the push from plié into relevé 
with the supporting leg stretched.  It is helpful 
for the athlete to practice this movement while 
holding onto a ballet barre for support. 

Athlete does not complete the turn. Give the athlete an object to focus on at the 
completion of the pivot. (Spotting) 

Check the body alignment and placement of 
the arms during the pivot. 
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Relevé 
The athlete stands high on the balls of the feet and toes. 

 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Relevé  

Error Correction 

Athlete stands flat-footed or low on toes. Have the athlete practice relevés holding onto 
a ballet barre or something sturdy for support. 

Athlete stands with ankles improperly aligned. 

 

Remind the athlete to distribute the weight on 
all five toes. 

Athlete is off balance. Check the athlete s body alignment.  

Do conditioning exercises to develop core 
strength. 

Have the athlete practice holding onto a ballet 
barre, releasing one hand and then the other 
when she can maintain balance. 
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Step Hop 
The athlete performs a basic step hop in a parallel passé position.  Other leg positions, such as arabesque, are 
appropriate after the athlete has mastered the technique of the step hop. 

 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Step Hop  

Error Correction 

Athlete s knee is not lifted into a passé and 
toes are not pointed. 

To demonstrate the correct placement, have 
the athlete sit on the floor in a pike and 
position one leg in parallel passé.  The foot 
should be pointed, with the big toe touching 
the inside of the opposite leg just below the 
knee. 

Athlete has excessive movement in the upper 
body.  The take-off leg is bent and the toes are 
not pointed.   

Have two coaches walk with the athlete, 
locking arms with the athlete to add stability.  
Practice slowly, with a small jump, until the 
athlete can keep her body still and in 
alignment.  If possible, have the coaches 
suspend the athlete in the air long enough for 
her to experience the feeling of a straight leg 
and pointed toes on the take-off leg. 

Practice relevés and straight jumps to develop 
leg strength. 

Do conditioning exercises to develop core 
strength. 

The athlete has no height in the jump. Strengthen the ankles by doing relevés and 
small jumps. 
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Straight Jump 

 
The athlete jumps in a straight body position. 

 
The legs should be extended and the toes pointed straight under the torso. 

 
The arms should swing forward and extend overhead during the jump. 

 
The jump should start and finish in a plié. 
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Faults & Fixes Chart  Straight Jump  

Error Correction 

Athlete begins or ends the jump with straight 
legs. 

Have the athlete practice pliés. 

Athlete has excessive movement in the upper 
body. 

Have the athlete lie down on her back and 
tighten the abdominal muscles until she feels 
the straight body position.  Have the athlete 
try to duplicate that feeling when jumping. 

Do conditioning exercises to develop core 
strength. 

Athlete has flexed feet and bent knees in the 
air. 

Sit on the floor and practice pointing and 
flexing the feet until the athlete understands 
the difference. 

Relevés and small jumps will develop the 
ankle strength that will allow the athlete to 
jump high enough to extend the legs and point 
the toes. 
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Tiptoe Turn 
With many small steps in relevé, the athlete turns in place (bourrée turn). 

        

Faults & Fixes Chart  Tiptoe Turn  

Error Correction 

Athlete turns flat-footed or cannot balance in 
relevé.  

Have the athlete practice standing in relevé 
first and then add the turn. 

Hold the athlete s hands during the turn. 
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Apparatus Skills 

 
All skills should be practiced with both the right and left hands. 

 
Athletes should be proficient with the apparatus skills and technique before trying to combine the apparatus 
skills with body skills. 

 
For competition, all apparatus must meet Special Olympics specifications.  For training, especially at the 
beginning of the season, use apparatus that will allow the athletes to succeed.  For example, the athletes will find 
it easier to control a shorter ribbon when they begin, and can learn to use longer ribbons as they progress. 

 

Take the time to teach good technique!  It is much easier to teach apparatus skills correctly from the beginning 
than it is to correct basic handling errors later. 

 

Reward the attempt!  Set the athletes up for success by breaking each skill down into parts.  Know your athletes 
capabilities and challenge them, but do not set goals that will be too difficult or impossible to reach. 

Axis  Horizontal and Vertical 

 

An axis is an imaginary line around which the hand apparatus or gymnast rotates. 

 

The horizontal axis is an imaginary line drawn from side to side (like the horizon).  For example, the flip toss 
with the hoop rotates around a horizontal axis. 

 

The vertical axis is an imaginary line drawn up and down.  For example, the hoop spin rotates around a vertical 
axis. 

Directions  Clockwise and Counter-clockwise 
Directions for circles and rotations with the apparatus are termed clockwise and counter-clockwise.  When teaching 
directions to the athletes, it is helpful to have a clock nearby that has minute and hour hands. 

On the frontal plane: 

 

Hold the clock in front of the athlete. 

 

For clockwise circles or rotations, the apparatus will follow the direction of the hands on the clock (circling to 
the right). 

 

For counter-clockwise circles or rotations, the apparatus will move in the opposite direction of the hands on the 
clock (circling to the left). 

On the sagittal plane on the right side of the body: 

 

Hold the clock by the athlete s right side. 

 

For clockwise circles or rotations, the apparatus will follow the direction of the hands on the clock (circling 
backward). 

 

For counter-clockwise circles or rotations, the apparatus will move in the opposite direction of the hands on the 
clock (circling forward). 

On the sagittal plane on the left side of the body: 

 

Hold the clock by the athlete s left side. 

 

For clockwise circles or rotations, the apparatus will follow the direction of the hands on the clock (circling 
forward). 

 

For counter-clockwise circles or rotations, the apparatus will move in the opposite direction of the hands on the 
clock (circling backward). 
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Planes  Frontal, Sagittal and Horizontal 

 
A plane is an imaginary, two-dimensional surface in which movements are performed. 

 
The frontal plane divides the body in half, front to back.  For example, a large ball circle on the frontal plane will 
be performed in front of the athlete and can be practiced facing a wall. 

 
The sagittal plane divides the body in half, side to side.  For example, a large sagittal circle with the ribbon will 
be performed on the side and can be practiced standing beside a wall. 

 

The horizontal plane divides the body in half, upper and lower body.  For example, a hoop on the horizontal 
plane will be held flat (like the horizon). 

Turns, pivots and rotations in degrees 

 

1/4 = 90° 

 

1/2 = 180° 

 

Full = 360°  
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Rope 

General Rope Technique 

 
The rope must always maintain a defined shape. 

 
The athlete should hold the ends of the rope on the knots.  Different types of grips are listed below. 

 

On swings, rotations and jumps the rope should not hit the floor. 

 

On swings and rotations the rope should be on plane (frontal, sagittal or overhead). 

 

When the rope is held in one hand, the athlete must show a defined position with the free arm. 

How to Hold the Rope 

U-shape 
The athlete holds one knot in each hand with the rope making the shape of a U. 

 

Both knots in one hand 
The athlete holds both knots in one hand and the folded end of the rope hangs free.  The free arm must show a defined 
shape. 
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Doubled 
The athlete holds both knots in one hand and the folded end of the rope in the other hand; both hands are in an over-
grip. 

 

Doubled, holding the middle of the rope with the other hand 
With arms extended shoulder-width apart, the athlete holds both knots in one hand, in an over-grip, and with the other 
hand holds near the middle of the rope, in an under-grip. 
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Quadrupled 
With arms extended shoulder-width apart, the athlete holds both knots in one hand in an over-grip, and the other hand 
holds near the middle of the rope, in an under-grip.  The athlete holds the folded end of the rope between the thumb and 
forefinger of the hand that is holding the knots. 
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Rope Skills 

The following types of rope skills will be shown: 

 
Swings 

 
Rotations, including figure 8 s 

 
Wraps 

 

Jumps 

 

Release 

Swings 

Swings in a U-shape 

 

The rope must maintain the U-shape during the swing.  In order to do this, the athlete should swing the rope 
gently. 

 

The athlete should keep the arms extended, but not locked. 

  

The rope should not touch the floor during the swing. 
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Swings in a U-shape side to side 

 
Hold the arms wide to the sides and swing the rope gently to maintain the U-shape. 

   

Swings in a U-shape front and back 

 

Extend the right arm to the side.  Place the left hand by the right shoulder.  Swing the rope gently forward and 
back, maintaining the U-shape. 

 

Reverse the skill, extending the left arm to the side. 
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Swings in a U-shape overhead 

 
The athlete must learn to swing the rope overhead forward and backward in a U-shape as preparation for jumps 
over the turning rope. 

 
The athlete should keep the arms extended, but not locked, as she swings the rope overhead either forward or 
backward. 

 
Try to keep the rope from touching the ground. 

 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Swings in a U-shape  

Error Correction 

Rope hits the ground.  Have the athlete extend the arms to the side 
and hold the rope higher. 

Rope gets out of U-shape. Have the athlete swing the rope more gently. 

Rope swings out of plane (swings side to 
side). 

Have the athlete stand facing a wall to correct 
plane.  

Rope touches the athlete. Have the athlete extend the arms and swing 
the rope more fluidly and on plane. 
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Rotations 

 
Rotations must be on plane. 

 
The athlete should keep the arms extended, but not locked, and rotate the rope from the wrist. 

 
The athlete should practice with the right and left hands. 

  

Remember to keep the free arm in a defined position. 

Rotations with a doubled rope on the frontal plane 
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Rotations with a doubled rope on the sagittal plane 

 

Overhead rotations 
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Rotations on the sagittal plane holding the middle of a doubled rope 

 

Rotations overhead holding the middle of a doubled rope 

 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Rotations  

Error Correction 

Rope hits the ground. Have the athlete extend the arms and hold the 
rope higher. 

Rope gets out of shape. Have the athlete use the wrists to circle the 
rope more fluidly. 

Rope swings out of plane (frontal and sagittal 
planes). 

Have the athlete stand by a wall to correct the 
plane.  

Rope touches the athlete. Have the athlete extend the arms and circle the 
rope more fluidly and on plane. 

Have the athlete practice with a shorter rope. 

Excessive arm movement during rotations. Have the athlete extend the arms and perform 
the rotations from the wrist. 

Athlete bends the arms excessively. Have the athlete stretch, but not lock, the 
elbows. 
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Figure 8 s 

 
The Figure 8 s must be on plane. 

 
Practice rotations separately on each side of the body before attempting the full Figure 8. 

  

Figure 8 s holding two knots in one hand 

Figure 8 s holding one knot in each hand  
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Faults & Fixes Chart 

 
Figure 8 s   

Error Correction 

Rope hits the ground.  Have the athlete extend the arms and hold the 
rope higher. 

Rope gets out of shape. Have the athlete swing the rope more fluidly. 

Rope swings out of plane. Tell the athlete to imagine standing in a 
narrow hallway and doing the Figure 8 s 
without letting the rope hit the walls. 

Rope touches the athlete. Have the athlete extend the arms and swing 
the rope more fluidly and on plane. 

Excessive arm movement during rotations. Have the athlete perform the rotations from 
the wrists. 

Athlete bends the arms excessively. Have the athlete stretch, but not lock, the 
elbows. 

Athlete does not complete the full Figure 8 
motion. 

Have the athlete complete a full circle on each 
side of the body.  Practice the rotations on 
each side of the body separately before doing 
a complete Figure 8. 

Figure 8 is not continuous. Stand behind the athlete and guide her through 
the Figure 8 motion. 

The arms are separated too far when the 
athlete is holding one knot in each hand. 

Have the athlete touch her wrists together.  
Tell the athlete to imagine that the wrists are 
tied together. 
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Wraps 

 

Around one arm 

  

Extend the right arm to the side.  Place the left hand by the right shoulder. 

 

Swing the rope forward and backward in a U-shape.  On the backswing, begin circling the extended arm until 
the rope wraps around the arm. 

 

Circle the rope in the opposite direction to unwrap the arm. 

 

Reverse the skill by extending the left arm to the side. 
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Around the waist 

  

Holding both knots in the right hand, swing the rope, crossing the right arm in front of the waist. 

 

When the rope circles around the waist, catch near the looped end of the rope with the left hand. 

Around one leg 

 

Holding both knots in the right hand, begin counter-clockwise rotations on the frontal plane. 

 

Kick the right leg forward, allowing the rope to wrap around the leg. 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Wraps  

Error Correction 

Wrap is incomplete. Have the athlete circle the rope faster. 

The rope does not wrap around the athlete s 
arm, leg or body. 

Make sure the rope is on plane. 
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Jumps 

 
When the athlete is jumping, the rope should not hit the floor. 

 
The athlete should keep the arms extended, but not locked, and turn the rope from the wrists. 

 
The athlete should jump high enough to extend the legs and point the toes on every jump. 

Jumps forward and backward over a U-shape  

        

Hold the rope in a U-shape. 

 

Step forward and backward over the rope, maintaining the U-shape. 

 

When the athlete has mastered the steps over the rope, try a small jump over the rope with one foot, closing with 
the other foot. 

 

Jump over the rope with two feet together. 
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Straight jumps forward (with and without a rebound) 

   

Swing the rope overhead in a U-shape. 

 

Stop the rope as it nears the floor, and jump over with both feet together. 

 

When the athlete can jump over the still rope, have her try jumping while the rope is swinging. 

 

When the athlete can jump once over the turning rope, add more jumps, with or without a rebound (2 jumps for 
each turn of the rope). 

Straight jump backward (with and without a rebound) 

   

Follow the same progression as for forward jumps. 

Runs over the rope (with the same foot and alternating feet) 

   

Swing the rope overhead in a U-shape. 

 

Stop the rope as it nears the floor and step over with one foot, then the other. 

 

Continue swinging the rope and stepping over as you travel across the floor, gradually making the steps into 
small jumps. 
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When the athlete can step/jump over the still rope, have her try stepping/jumping over the turning rope. 

 
Practice with the same foot stepping over the rope each time, and with alternating feet. 

Cat leap over the rope 

 
Holding one knot in each hand, begin Figure 8s with the rope. 

 
Separate the hands, making a U-shape with the rope, and cat leap over. 

 

As soon as the rope passes overhead, put the hands together and return to the Figure 8s. 
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Faults & Fixes Chart  Jumps  

Error Correction 

Rope hits the ground.  Have the athlete extend the arms and hold the 
rope higher. 

Rope gets out of shape. Have the athlete swing the rope more fluidly. 

Excessive arm movement during jumps. Have the athlete perform the swings from the 
wrists. 

Athlete bends the arms excessively. Have the athlete stretch, but not lock, the 
elbows. 

Athlete does not complete the jump. Break the jump into parts, separating the 
swing of the rope and the jump.  Practice in 
slow motion until the athlete can do the swing 
and the jump correctly. 

Do conditioning exercises to strengthen the 
ankles so the athlete can jump higher. 

Jumps are not continuous. Have the athlete begin slowly, swinging the 
rope and jumping continuously. Increase the 
speed when the athlete can jump successfully 
slowly. 

Athlete has excessive upper body movement 
and incorrect alignment. 

Have the athlete jump without the rope to 
improve her form. 

Do conditioning exercises to develop core 
strength.   

Athlete looks down and rounds the shoulders. Have the athlete focus on an object directly in 
front of her, at eye level. 

Do stretching exercises to open the shoulders. 

Athlete s toes are not pointed in the air during 
the jump. 

Have the athlete jump without the rope to 
improve her form. 

Sit in a pike position and practice pointing and 
flexing the feet until the athlete understands 
the difference. 

Do conditioning exercises to strengthen the 
ankles so the athlete can jump high enough to 
point the toes. 
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Release 

 
The athlete will hold one knot, with the rope extended behind. 

 
Then, swing the arm forward and upward to catch the free end of the rope. 

 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Release  

Error Correction 

Rope swings at an angle. First, make sure the rope is extended in a 
straight line behind the athlete.   

Then, check to see that the athlete swings the 
arm on plane, in a straight line forward. 

Rope does not swing high enough to catch. Have the athlete swing the rope more forward, 
lifting the arm holding the knot higher. 

Rope swings too high to catch. Have the athlete stop the arm swing sooner, 
usually slightly above shoulder height. 

Rope is in the correct place, but the athlete 
cannot catch the knot. 

Make sure the athlete is looking at the rope 
during the catch. 

If appropriate, think of a way to toss the 
knotted end of the rope to the athlete.  That 
way, the athlete can just concentrate on the 
catch, without worrying about the swing. 
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Hoop 

General Hoop Technique 

 
The hoop should always be on plane. 

 
Frontal plane 

  

Sagittal plane 
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Horizontal plane 

  

All hoop tosses and catches should be performed with the arms extended.  On the release, the arm should point 
in the direction of the toss. 

  

Swings should be performed from the shoulders, and rotations should be performed from the wrists. 

 

When the hoop is held in one hand, the athlete must show a defined position with the free arm.  
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How to Grip the Hoop 

Undergrip 
One or both hands hold the hoop with palms facing upward.  
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Overgrip 
One or both hands hold the hoop with palms facing downward. 

    

Mixed grip 
Hold the hoop with one hand in an overgrip and the other hand in an undergrip. 
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Outside grip 
Hold with the hands in an overgrip on opposite sides of the hoop. 
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Hoop Skills 
The following types of hoop skills will be shown: 

 
Swings 

 
Passing the hoop around the body 

 
Rolls on the floor 

 

Spins 

 

Passing through the hoop 

 

Rotations 

 

Tosses and catches 

Swings 

 

Swings should be done from the shoulder, keeping the arms extended.   

 

The swings must be on plane. 

 

Practice sagittal swings with the right and left hands.  

Swing side to side in the frontal plane 

   

The athlete holds the hoop in an undergrip. 

 

The athlete must keep the arms straight, swinging from the side, down in front close to the body, and then to the 
other side.  
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The hoop must stay on the frontal plane.  The athlete should practice this swing facing a wall.  

    

Swing side to side in the horizontal plane  

     

In an undergrip, the athlete holds the hoop on the horizontal plane and, keeping the arms extended, swings the 
hoop from side to side. 
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Swing front and back in the sagittal plane  

  

The athlete holds the hoop with one hand on the sagittal plane. 

 

The hoop must stay on plane during the swing.  The athlete should practice standing beside a wall. 

 

On the forward swing, the arm must stay extended. 

 

Depending on the size of the hoop, the arm may relax slightly on the backswing.  If the athlete has to bend her 
arm completely, change to a smaller size hoop. 

 

Practice with the right and left hands. 

 

The sagittal swings are especially important because they progress to tosses.  For this reason, it is vital that the 
athlete swings the hoop on plane with an extended arm. 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Swings  

Error Correction 

Hoop swings out of plane. Have the athlete stand by a wall to correct the 
plane. 

Hoop touches the athlete. Have the athlete extend the arms and swing 
the hoop on plane. 

Athlete holds the hoop with an incorrect grip. Practice different grips until the athlete 
understands which grip is correct. 

Athlete swings the hoop with bent arms. Hold your hand high, in the place where the 
athlete should swing the hoop, and ask her to 
touch your hand with the hoop. 

Practice bending and straightening the arms 
until the athlete knows the difference. 
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Passing the Hoop Around the Body 

 
The athlete starts with the leading hand in an overgrip, passes the hoop behind the back, catches with the other 
hand in an overgrip, and continues passing the hoop to the front. 

 
To explain the grips and show how the correct grip keeps the hoop on plane, teach this skill with the athlete 
kneeling. 

  

Faults & Fixes Chart  Passing the hoop around the body  

Error Correction 

The athlete changes the plane of the hoop 
while passing it around.  

Make sure the athlete holds the hoop with 
both hands, in an overgrip, behind the body. 

Have the athlete kneel and pass the hoop 
around with the outer edge resting on the 
floor. 
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Rolls on the floor 

 
Rolls should be smooth.  Assisted and free rolls should pass easily from one hand to the other. 

 
Rolls must be on plane. 

 
Practice the boomerang roll with the right and left hands. 

Assisted roll  

       

Using the hands to roll the hoop from one side to the other, the athlete momentarily holds the hoop with both 
hands in front of the body. 

 

At the beginning and end of the roll, when the athlete holds the hoop with one hand, the free arm must be in a 
defined position. 

Free roll 

  

The athlete pushes the hoop with one hand to roll it in front of the body to the catch with the other hand. 

 

The athlete must push the hoop straight so it rolls on plane. 

 

The free arm must be in a defined position. 
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Boomerang roll 

  

The athlete holds the hoop with one hand on the sagittal plane. 

 

With a flick of the wrist to create a backspin, the athlete rolls the hoop forward and catches it when it returns. 

 

The farther the hoop rolls away from the athlete, the more backspin is required to make it return, so practice first 
with small boomerang rolls. 

 

Practice with the right and left hands.  

Faults & Fixes Chart  Rolls on the floor  

Error Correction 

Hoop rolls out of plane (assisted and free 
rolls). 

Have the athlete stand by a wall to correct 
plane. 

Make sure the athlete s hands and arms push 
the hoop in the intended direction of the roll. 

Hoop bounces on the floor (boomerang rolls). Have the athlete flick the wrist quicker for a 
faster backspin on the hoop. Make sure the 
athlete is doing a boomerang roll and not a 
toss.   

Hoop does not roll far enough (free and 
boomerang rolls). 

Have the athlete roll the hoop faster. 

Athlete changes the plane of the hoop in the 
movement after the roll. 

Make sure the athlete has the correct grip, 
which will keep the hoop on plane. 
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Spins 

 
Spins on the floor must rotate around the vertical axis. 

 
Practice with the right and left hands.  

 

Assisted spin 

 

In the assisted spin, the athlete keeps one hand on the top of the hoop. 

Free spin 

  

In the free spin, the athlete flicks the wrist to cause the hoop to spin on its own. 

 

On the spin, the hoop must be far enough away so it does not touch the athlete s leg. 

 

The athlete should catch the hoop before it begins to spin off the axis. 

Spin the hoop to change hands 

  

The athlete holds the hoop in one hand and begins a spin around the vertical axis in the direction the hoop is 
traveling across in front of the body. 

 

Continuing the spin, the athlete changes hands in front of the body.  
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Faults & Fixes Chart  Spins  

Error Correction 

Hoop tips off of the axis (assisted and 
changing hands). 

Make sure the athlete holds her hand directly 
on top of the hoop. 

Hoop tips off of the axis or falls over (free). Have the athlete twist the wrist more 
forcefully to spin the hoop faster.  
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Passing through the Hoop 

Stepping through the hoop 

    

The athlete holds the hoop low, with an undergrip, on the frontal plane. 

 

The athlete steps over the bottom edge of the hoop, which may be resting on the floor. 

 

After stepping over with both feet, the athlete moves the hoop up and over the head. 

Cat leap through the hoop 

 

The cat leap is a progression of stepping through the hoop. 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Passing through the hoop  

Error Correction 

Athlete has a hard time passing through 
without the hoop touching the body. 

Check to make sure the hoop is the 
appropriate size for the athlete. 

Athlete has a difficult time passing the hoop 
over her head. 

Check to make sure the hoop is the 
appropriate size for the athlete. 

Extend the arms as the hoop passes overhead. 

Make sure the athlete is holding the hoop in 
an undergrip.  Assist with moving the hoop 
overhead. 
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Rotations 

 
Rotations must be on plane.   

 
Practice with the right and left hands.  

Rotations on the frontal plane 

    

The athlete holds the hoop on the frontal plane. 

 

The hoop should rotate around the hand, with the arm extended. 

 

The hoop must stay on plane.  The athlete should practice facing a wall. 

 

Practice the rotations clockwise and counter-clockwise.  Imagine the clock is on the wall facing the athlete. 

 

Practice with the right and left hands. 

 

The free arm should show a defined position. 
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Rotations on the sagittal plane 

  

The athlete holds the hoop on the sagittal plane. 

 

The hoop should rotate around the hand, with the arm extended. 

 

The hoop must stay on plane.  The athlete should practice beside a wall. 

 

Practice the rotations clockwise and counter-clockwise.  Image the clock is on the wall on the side the athlete is 
doing the rotations. 

 

Practice with the right and left hands. 

 

The free arm should show a defined position. 

Overhead rotations 

  

The athlete rotates the hoop on the hand held above the head. 

 

The hoop must stay on plane. 

 

Practice the rotations in both directions and with the right and left hands. 

 

The free arm should show a defined position. 
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Faults & Fixes Chart  Rotations  

Error Correction 

Hoop rotates around the arm instead of the 
hand. 

Have the athlete place the hoop on the hand 
and begin again. 

Hoop rotates out of plane. Have the athlete stand by a wall to correct the 
plane. 

Athlete moves the wrist during rotation. Have the athlete point the thumb to the ceiling 
with the other four fingers pointing forward, 
and draw small circles with the hand (frontal 
plane). 

Athlete cannot make the hoop rotate. Face the athlete and hold hands, with the hoop 
on the athlete s forearm.  Help the athlete by 
moving her arm in a small circle.  When the 
athlete gets the feeling, have her try rotations 
around the arm and, finally, around the hand. 
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Tosses 

Flip toss with 180° rotation 

  

The athlete holds the hoop in front of the body on the horizontal plane in an undergrip. 

 

With arms extended, the athlete tosses the hoop upward and catches after it has rotated 180°. 

 

Flip tosses must rotate around the horizontal axis.  The athlete should try to make the hoop rotate slowly, 
because a hoop rotating fast will be difficult to catch. 

Flip toss with 360° rotation 

 

The athlete should be able to do the flip toss with 180° rotation easily before trying the flip toss with 360° 
rotation. 
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Swing to toss and catch with one hand 

     

Tosses from a swing should be done from the shoulder, keeping the arm straight. 

 

On the release, the arm should point in the direction of the toss. 

  

With the arm extended, the athlete catches the toss with one hand on the bottom edge of the hoop. 

 

The athlete should catch the hoop, with the arm high, and then complete the downward swing. 

 

Practice tosses from a swing with the right and left hands. 
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Swing to toss and catch with two hands 

  

The athlete catches the toss with two hands, one higher than the other. 

Swing to toss and catch with rotations 

 

The athlete catches with her hand inside the hoop and begins rotations on the sagittal plane. 
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Teaching Rhythmic Gymnastics Skills 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Tosses  

Error Correction 

Athlete has difficulty flipping the hoop (Flip 
toss). 

Teach the athlete to spread the hands wider on 
the hoop.  Toss higher if necessary, but do not 
use the wrists to flip the hoop fast. 

Check that the athlete is holding the hoop in 
an undergrip. 

Hoop is spinning too fast (Flip toss). Make sure the athlete does not flick the wrists 
on the release. 

Athlete has difficulty catching the hoop (Flip 
toss). 

Make sure the athlete catches the hoop in an 
undergrip. 

Make sure the hoop is not spinning too fast. 

Remind the athlete to look at the hoop on the 
catch. 

Toss goes in the wrong place (Swing to a 
toss). 

Keep the arm straight and release with the 
hand pointing in the direction the hoop should 
travel. 

Make sure the hoop is swinging on plane. 

Athlete catches the hoop with bent arms 
(Swing to a toss). 

Teach the athlete to keep the arm extended 
after the release and catch with the arm still 
extended.   
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Ball 

General Ball Technique 

 
The ball should rest in the palm of the athlete s hand.  The fingers should be separated, but not gripping the ball. 

 
The athlete should never grip the ball or press the ball against any part of the body. 

 

All tosses, bounces and catches should be performed with straight arms. 

 

When the ball is held in one hand, the athlete must show a defined position with the free arm. 

 

How to Hold the Ball 

Correct way to hold the ball  

 

Incorrect ways to hold the ball 

 

Holding the ball close to the body 
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Teaching Rhythmic Gymnastics Skills 

  

Gripping the ball 
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Ball Skills 
The following types of ball skills will be shown: 

 
Swings 

 
Passing the ball around the body 

 
Bounces 

 

Rolls 

 

Tosses and catches 

Swings 

 

Swings should be done from the shoulder, keeping the arms extended. 

 

The swings must be on plane. 

 

Practice with the right and left hands. 

 

The athlete should not grip the ball. 

Two hand sagittal swing 

    

The athlete holds the ball with two hands in front of the body. 

 

Keeping the ball close to her side, the athlete swings the ball sagittally on the right and returns to the front. 
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Teaching Rhythmic Gymnastics Skills 

 
Repeat the swing on the left side. 

 
The arms may relax during the swing.  Make sure the ball doesn t touch the forearm on the backswing. 

One hand sagittal swing 

  

The athlete holds the ball with the right hand in front of the body. 

 

Keeping the ball close to her side, with the elbow leading, the athlete swings the ball sagittally on the right and 
returns to the front. 

 

Repeat the swing to the left, holding the ball in the left hand. 

 

Relax the elbow slightly so the ball does not touch the forearm on the backswing. 

 

The free arm must show a defined position. 
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Two hand swing to frontal circle 

        

The athlete holds the ball with two hands, low in front of the body. 

 

Keeping the circle on the frontal plane, the athlete moves both arms in a clockwise or counter-clockwise 
direction to complete either a swing from side to side or a full circle. 

 

The arms should be extended throughout the swing or circle. 

 

The athlete should practice facing a wall to keep the circle on plane. 

Swing in front, passing the ball from hand to hand 
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With both arms extended to the sides, the athlete holds the ball in the right hand. 

 

Both hands move in front of the body, where the athlete passes the ball to the left hand. 

 

Open both arms to the sides. 

 

Repeat the swing, passing the ball from the left hand to the right hand. 

 

The ball should rest in the palm of the hand throughout this skill. 

Swing, passing the ball from hand to hand overhead 
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With both arms extended to the sides, the athlete holds the ball in the right hand. 

 

Both hands move overhead, where the athlete passes the ball to the left hand. 

 

Open both arms to the sides. 

 

Repeat the swing, passing the ball from the left hand to the right hand. 

 

The arms should remain extended throughout this skill.  

Faults & Fixes Chart  Swings  

Error Correction 

Ball swings out of plane (Sagittal swing). Have the athlete stand by a wall to correct 
plane. 

Ball touches the athlete s forearm on the 
backswing (Sagittal swing). 

Have the athlete relax the back arms slightly 
on the backswing. 

Arm turns to the outside on the backswing 
(Sagittal swing). 

Have the athlete lead with the elbow and keep 
the wrist in line with the elbow. 

Athlete grips the ball. Have the athlete do smaller swings. 

Try a different size ball to see if the athlete 
can handle it more easily. 
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Passing the ball around the body 

 
The ball should not rest on the forearms or other parts of the body. 

 
The athlete should not grip the ball. 

Passing the ball around the waist 

    

Passing the ball around the knees 
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Faults & Fixes Chart  Passing the ball around the body  

Error Correction 

The ball touches the athlete s body. Try a different size ball to see if the athlete 
can handle it more easily. 

Pass the ball around a smaller part of the 
body.  For example, pass the ball around the 
knees instead of the waist. 

Athlete grips the ball. Try a different size ball to see if the athlete 
can handle it more easily. 
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Bounces 

 
The athlete should bounce and catch with straight arms. 

 
The athlete should bounce the ball energetically. 

Bounce and catch with two hands 

   

Bounce with one hand and catch with two hands 

 

Bounce and catch with one hand 
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Bounce in a V 

  

Hold the ball in the right hand. 

 

Bounce the ball at an angle toward the left hand. 

 

Catch in the left hand. 

 

Repeat, bouncing the ball from the left hand to the right hand. 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Bounces  

Error Correction 

Athlete grips the ball (Bounce with one hand 
and in a V). 

Have the athlete turn the hand over and 
release immediately.  

Ball does not bounce high enough. Have the athlete actively push the ball down 
to the floor. 

Make sure the ball is inflated correctly. 

Athlete bounces and catches the ball with bent 
arms. 

Teach the athlete to keep the arms extended 
after the release and catch with the arms 
extended. 

Place a hoop on the floor a little in front of the 
athlete and have her bounce the ball into the 
hoop.   

Ball does not bounce to the opposite hand 
(Bounce in a V). 

Have the athlete bounce the ball sideways at a 
greater angle. 

Loud noise on the catch. Teach the athlete to scoop the ball up on the 
catch, instead of letting the ball drop into the 
hands. 
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Rolls 

 
Whether on the floor or on the body, rolls should be smooth, without bouncing. 

Rolls on the floor 

      

Roll up the body and out the arms 

      

Hold the ball with two hands, low in front of the body. 

 

Using the fingers, roll the ball up the body. The elbows should open to the sides. 

 

Move the elbows close together and straighten the arms to allow the ball to roll out the arms. 

 

Raise the arms slightly at the end of the roll to catch the ball. 
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Roll in and out both arms 

        

With the arms extended forward, hold the ball in two hands. 

 

Lift the arms slightly to allow the ball to roll in toward the chest.  Do not flex the wrists or grip the ball against 
the forearm to initiate the roll. 

 

When the ball reaches the chest, lower the arms slightly to allow the ball to roll out the arms. 

 

Raise the arms slightly at the end of the roll to catch the ball. 
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Roll in and out one arm 

       

With the right arm extended to the side, hold the ball in the right hand.  Position the left hand by the right 
shoulder. 

 

Extend and lift the right arm slightly to allow the ball to roll in toward the shoulder.  Do not flex the wrist or grip 
the ball on the forearm to initiate the roll. 

 

Catch the ball with the left hand. 

 

Push gently with the left hand to roll the ball back out the arm to the hand. 

 

Lift the right arm slightly at the end of the roll to catch the ball. 

 

Keep the elbow extended, but not locked, during the rolls. 

 

Repeat with the left hand. 
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Roll in one arm, across chest, and out the other arm 

        

With the right arm extended to the side, hold the ball in the right hand.  Position the left hand by the right 
shoulder. 

 

Extend and lift the right arm slightly to allow the ball to roll in toward the shoulder.  Do not flex the wrist or grip 
the ball on the forearm to initiate the roll. 

 

Catch the ball with the left hand. 

 

Using both hands, roll the ball across the chest to the left shoulder. 

 

Holding the ball with the right hand, extend the left arm to the side. 

 

Push gently with the right hand to roll the ball out the left arm to the hand. 

 

Lift the left arm slightly at the end of the roll to catch the ball. 

 

Repeat, rolling the ball from left to right. 

 

Keep the elbows extended, but not locked, during the rolls. 

 

This skill is a progression for rolling the ball across both arms and the chest. 

Roll across both arms 

  

The athlete should be proficient at rolling the ball in and out each arm before attempting this skill. 
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The roll across both arms is performed with the same technique as the previous skill, but the ball rolls freely in 
one arm, across the chest and out the other arm. 

Assisted roll on the legs 

  

The athlete sits in a pike position and uses the hands to roll the ball down the legs toward the feet and back up 
the legs toward the body. 

Roll down the back 

    

Rolling with the chest on the ball 
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Faults & Fixes Chart  Rolls  

Error Correction 

Ball bounces on the floor (Roll on the floor). Have the athlete put the back of her hand on 
the floor and gently push the ball. 

Ball does not roll in a straight line on the 
floor. 

Have the athlete extend the hand or arm in the 
direction that she wants the ball to roll. 

Athlete cannot catch the ball (Roll on the 
arms). 

Have the athlete raise the arms slightly at the 
end of the roll. 

Ball does not roll on the athlete s arms. Have the athlete extend, but not lock, the 
elbows. 

Lift the arm slightly or extend the arm under 
the ball to initiate the roll. 

Athlete has trouble rolling the ball on her legs. Make sure the athlete has the legs straight and 
together. 

Athlete has trouble catching the ball (Roll 
down the back). 

First, stand behind the athlete and catch the 
ball for her, until she has the feeling of the 
correct release and the ball roll. 

Make sure the athlete bends far enough 
forward so the ball rolls down the back, 
instead of just dropping. 

Athlete does not roll correctly on the ball. 
(Roll with chest on the ball) 

Make sure the athlete contacts the ball with 
the chest and only rolls to the hips. 

The athlete should push up and straighten the 
arms at the end of the roll. 
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Tosses 

 
Tosses begin with a swing.  Swings should be done from the shoulder, keeping the arms straight. 

 
The athlete should swing to extend the arm in the direction of the toss.   

 
The athlete should catch the ball quietly, with the arm extended, and then complete the downward swing. 

 
Practice with the right and left hands. 

Toss and catch with two hands 

 

Toss with one hand and catch with two hands 

 

Toss and catch with one hand 
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Toss and trap the ball in the arms 

 

Toss and trap the ball on the legs 

 

Faults & Fixes Chart  Tosses 

Error Correction 

Toss goes in the wrong direction. Make sure the athlete keeps the arms straight 
and releases with the hands pointing in the 
direction the ball should travel. 

Make sure the ball is swinging on plane (One 
hand toss). 

Make sure the ball is held evenly with both 
hands (Two hand toss). 

Athlete catches the ball with bent arm(s). Teach the athlete to keep the arm(s) extended 
after the release and catch with the arm(s) still 
extended high toward the toss.   

Ball makes a loud noise as the athlete catches. Have the athlete make contact with the ball 
higher, and lower the arms with the ball.  
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Clubs 

 

General Clubs Technique 

 

The clubs should be an extension of the athlete s arms. 

 

All tosses, catches and swings should be performed with straight arms. 

 

All swings should be performed from the shoulders. 

 

Small circles should be performed from the wrists. 

 

When the clubs are held in one hand, the athlete must show a defined position with the free arm. 

Parts of the clubs 

 

Head 

  

Neck 
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Body 

 

How to Hold the Clubs 
The clubs should be held as an extension of the arms. 
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Holding the clubs by the head 

 

Holding the clubs by the neck 
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Holding the clubs by the body 

 

Holding the clubs with hands on waist 

 

Incorrect ways to hold the clubs 
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Clubs Skills 
The following types of clubs skills will be shown: 

 
Swings 

 
Tapping 

 
Small circles 

 

Tosses and catches 

Swings 

 

Swings should be done from the shoulder, keeping the arm straight. 

 

The arms must be on plane, with the clubs as an extension of the arms. 

    

Practice with the right and left hands separately and then with both hands together. 
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Swings side to side 

    

Swings front and back 

  

The swings front and back are important as a preparation for sagittal circles and tosses. 

 

The arms must remain straight, with the clubs as an extension of the arms. 

 

The swings must be performed on plane.  Practice standing beside a wall. 

Circle in the frontal plane 
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Backward sagittal circle 

     

Keeping the arm straight, with the club as an extension of the arm, the athlete circles the arm backward on the 
sagittal plane. 

 

The arm should pass close to the ear and the hip. 

Opposition arm circle 

       

Practice the opposition circle first in quarters, with four checkpoints: 

 

Extend both arms overhead. 

 

Move the left arm to the front at shoulder height and the right arm to the back at shoulder height. 

 

Continue the circle until both arms are extended down by the hips. 

 

Move the right arm to the front at shoulder height and the left arm to the back at shoulder height. 

 

Continue the circle until both arms are extended overhead. 

 

Next, practice the opposition circles in halves, with checkpoints overhead and low by the hips. 

 

Finally, practice the full opposition arm circle.  Make sure the arms stay fully extended and move on plane. 
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Windmill 

  

Extend one arm up overhead and the other arm down by the hips. 

 

Moving at the same time, circle the arms. 

 

The arms must stay 180° apart, with a straight line from one club to the other.  

   

Practice the windmill in quarters and halves, like the opposition arm circle.  
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Faults & Fixes Chart  Swings  

Error Correction 

Clubs swing out of plane. Have the athlete stand by a wall to correct the 
plane. 

Make sure the athlete has straight arms. 

On any swing in the sagittal plane, make sure 
the athlete s arm passes close to the ear and 
the hip. 

Athlete holds the clubs out of line with the 
arms. 

Have the athlete grip the clubs tighter and 
keep the wrists straight. 

Athlete bends the arms. Have the athlete perform all swings from the 
shoulders. 

Practice straightening and bending the arms 
until the athlete feels the difference. 
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Tapping 

 
Tapping is part of a swing.  Swings should be done from the shoulder, keeping the arms straight.  The wrists will 
initiate the taps. 

 
The arms must be on plane, with the clubs as an extension of the arms. 

 
Tapping on the floor can be done in different rhythms. 

Tapping high and low 
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Tapping behind the back 

  

Tapping under one leg 
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Kneeling 

 
Tapping on the floor in a rhythm 

     

Rolling the clubs on the floor 
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Faults & Fixes Chart  Tapping  

Error Correction 

Athlete holds the clubs out of line with the 
arms and cannot tap the clubs together. 

Have the athlete grip the clubs tighter and 
keep the wrists straight. 

Athlete bends the arms. Have the athlete perform all swings from the 
shoulders. 

Practice straightening and bending the arms 
until the athlete feels the difference. 
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Small Circles 

 
Small circles should be done from the wrist, keeping the arm extended. 

 
The clubs should be held loosely to allow them to circle freely. 

 
Practice with the right and left hands separately and then together. 

 
When learning the small circles and Figure 8 s, do only one circle and stop.  When the athlete can do one circle 
easily, begin continuous circles or Figure 8 s. 

Horizontal circles over and under the arm 

   

On the horizontal circles over the arm, hold the club loosely so the circle will stay on plane. 

        

On the horizontal circles under the arm, hold the club loosely so the club will circle on plane, as close to the arm 
as possible without hitting the elbow. 

       

A good way to practice the horizontal circles under the arm is to kneel and circle the club, holding loosely, 
trying to get it closer and closer to the floor.  
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Horizontal Figure 8 s 

 
First, practice one circle over the arm and stop.  Then, one circle under the arm and stop. 

 
Continuously, circle once over the arm, once under the arm and stop. 

 
Finally, perform the Figure 8 s continuously many times without stopping. 

 
Practice the Figure 8 s circling inward as well as outward with each hand.  This is a progression to horizontal 
mills. 

Horizontal Mills 

 

Vertical circles inside and outside the arm 

         

First, practice one circle inside the arm and stop.  Then, one circle outside the arm and stop. 

 

Continuously, circle inside the arm, then outside and stop. 

 

Finally, perform the vertical circles continuously many times without stopping. 

 

The vertical circles is a progression to vertical mills. 
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Vertical Figure 8 s 

Vertical Mills 

  

Faults & Fixes Chart  Small Circles  

Error Correction 

Clubs do not circle. Have the athlete hold the clubs loosely. 

Put a tennis ball inside a long sock and have 
the athlete practice circles and Figure 8 s.  

Clubs do not circle on plane. Have the athlete hold the clubs loosely. 

Athlete hits her arms with the clubs. Have the athlete keep the elbows extended but 
not locked. 
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Tosses 

 
Tosses begin with a swing.  Swings should be done from the shoulder, keeping the arms straight. 

 
The club will rotate by itself because one end is heavier than the other.  The athlete does not need to flick the 
wrist to make the club rotate. 

 
The athlete should have control of the tosses with 180° rotation before she attempts the tosses with 360° rotation. 

 

The athlete should catch the club with the arm extended and then continue the downswing. 

 

Practice the tosses with the right and left hands. 

Toss with 180° rotation 
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Toss with 360° rotation 
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Faults & Fixes Chart  Tosses  

Error Correction 

Toss goes in the wrong place. Make sure the athlete keeps the arm straight 
and releases with the hand pointing in the 
direction the club should travel. 

Make sure the arm is swinging on plane. 

On the release, the palm should be pointing 
down and the athlete should be able to see a V 
between the thumb and forefinger.  

Athlete catches the clubs with bent arms. Teach the athlete to keep the arms extended 
after the release and catch with the arms still 
extended.   

Clubs spin too fast in the air. Have the athlete keep the wrists straight when 
she releases the clubs. 

Clubs rotate too many times in the air. Have the athlete toss lower and keep the 
wrists straight when she releases the clubs. 

Have the athlete slow down the arm swing 
before she releases the clubs. 

Athlete catches the wrong end of the clubs. Have the athlete adjust the height of the toss 
so that the club will rotate the correct amount 
of times.  

The toss is correct, but the athlete has trouble 
catching the club. 

Remind the athlete to look at the club on the 
catch. 
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Ribbon 

General Ribbon Technique 

 
Large ribbon patterns are performed from the shoulders and must be on plane. 

 
Small ribbon patterns are performed from the wrists.  

 

The free arm should be held in a defined position at all times. 

 

Ribbon patterns should not touch the floor, except when specified. 

 

The ribbon should be moving at all times, never lying static on the floor. 

 

Practice all patterns with the right and left hands. 

 

Practice moving from pattern to pattern or changing from hand to hand without letting the ribbon stop. 

How to Hold the Ribbon Stick 
Correct and incorrect ways to hold the ribbon stick 
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Ribbon Skills 
The following types of ribbon skills will be shown: 

 
Swings 

 
Large circles 

 
Figure 8 s 

 

Spirals 

 

Snakes 

 

Locomotor movements with ribbon 

Swings 

 

Swings should be done from the shoulder, keeping the arm straight. 

 

The ribbon must be on plane. 

 

Practice with the right and left hands. 

Overhead swings side to side 
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Low swings side to side 

   

Sagittal swings front and back 

    

Faults & Fixes Chart  Swings  

Error Correction 

Ribbon swings out of plane. Have the athlete stand by a wall to correct 
plane. 

Swing is done from the elbow instead of the 
shoulder. 

Have the athlete move the whole arm from the 
shoulder. 

Ribbon makes a snapping sound. Have the athlete swing the arm more fluidly.  
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Large Circles 

 
Large circles should be done from the shoulder, keeping the arm straight.   

 
Practice with the right and left hands. 

 
The ribbon must be on plane.  The athlete can stand by a wall to practice keeping the circles on plane.  

   

Large circle on the frontal plane 

 

Practice the circles clockwise and counter-clockwise. 

 

Practice facing a wall to learn to keep the ribbon on plane. 
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Large circles on the sagittal plane 

 
The arm must stay straight and pass close to the ear and the hip on the sagittal circle. 

 
Practice the circles clockwise and counter-clockwise. 

      

Large circles overhead 

 

To keep from getting tangles in the ribbon, keep the arm extended and make the circles as large as possible. 
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Faults & Fixes Chart  Large Circles  

Error Correction 

Ribbon circles out of plane. Have the athlete stand by a wall to correct 
plane (frontal and sagittal planes). 

Make sure the athlete has a straight arm 
throughout the entire circle, especially in the 
back.  The arm should pass close to the ear 
and the hip (sagittal plane). 

Large circles are done from the elbow instead 
of from the shoulder. 

Have the athlete move the whole arm from the 
shoulder. 

Ribbon makes a snapping sound. Have the athlete swing the arm more fluidly.  
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Figure 8 s 

 
Figure 8 s, like large circles, should be done from the shoulder. 

 
When the athlete has the ribbon stick in the right hand: 

 
The right arm should stay straight, passing close to the right leg and right ear, when the athlete does 
the large sagittal circle on the right side of the body. 

 

The right arm will bend slightly when the athlete crosses over the body to do the circle on the left 
side. 

    

Practice with the right and left hands. 
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Faults & Fixes Chart 

 
Figure 8 s  

Error Correction 

Shape of the 8 is too wide. Have the athlete circle the arm closer to the 
body on each side. 

Ribbon touches the athlete. Have the athlete extend the arm and swing the 
ribbon in larger, more energetic patterns.  

Athlete bends the arms. Have the athlete use the whole arm from the 
shoulder.  

Athlete does not complete the full Figure 8 
pattern. 

Have the athlete complete a full circle on 
either side of the body. 

Make sure the athlete is moving the arm and 
the whole ribbon, not just the stick. 

Athlete cannot make the Figure 8 pattern or 
keep it moving continuously. 

Stand behind the athlete and guide her through 
the Figure 8 motion. 
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Snakes 

 
Snakes should be done from the wrist, keeping the arm extended. 

 
Depending on the length of the ribbon, the pattern should show three to six snakes. 

 
The ribbon must not touch the floor. 

 
Practice with the right and left hands. 

Horizontal snakes behind the back 

  

Swing the ribbon up and behind the back. 

 

Keeping the arm extended, point the stick downward at an angle and begin a side-to-side motion from the wrist.  

 

If the ribbon becomes tangled in the stick, point the end of the stick farther downward. 

 

To move the snakes down in front of the body, leading with the elbow, lower the arm to the front, continuing the 
snakes. 

 

The free arm must show a defined shape. 

Horizontal snakes in front 
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Vertical snakes 
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Faults & Fixes Chart  Snakes  

Error Correction 

The end of the ribbon touches the floor 
(Vertical). 

Have the athlete hold her arm higher and 
circle the wrist faster. 

Practice with a shorter ribbon. 

The pattern is done from the elbow instead of 
the wrist (Horizontal and Vertical). 

Have the athlete take her opposite hand and 
place it under the elbow to make sure the 
elbow stays stationary while the wrist is 
moving side to side or up and down.  

Have the athlete extend the arm and move the 
wrist side to side. 

The pattern is not established or performed 
continuously (Horizontal and Vertical). 

Have the athlete practice moving the wrist up 
and down. 

Practice with a shorter ribbon. 

The size of the snakes is uneven (Horizontal 
and Vertical).  

Have the athlete practice moving the wrist up 
and down. 

Practice with a shorter ribbon. 

The ribbon becomes tangled in the stick 
(Behind the back). 

Have the athlete extend her the arm and point 
the end of the stick, which is attached to the 
ribbon, downward at an angle. 

Practice with a shorter ribbon. 

The ribbon becomes tangled in the stick 
(Moving down in front of the body). 

Have the athlete lead with her the elbow, and 
then her the wrist, followed by the ribbon 
stick.  
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Spirals 

 
Spirals should be done from the wrist, keeping the arm extended. 

 
Depending on the length of the ribbon, the pattern should show three to six spirals.   

 
The ribbon must not touch the floor. 

 
Practice with the right and left hands. 

Spirals in front 

   

Spirals on the side (with the arm crossed over) 
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Faults & Fixes Chart  Spirals  

Error Correction 

The end of the ribbon touches the floor. Have the athlete hold the arm higher and 
circle the wrist faster. 

Practice with a shorter ribbon. 

The pattern is done from the elbow instead of 
the wrist. 

Have the athlete take her opposite hand and 
place it under the elbow to make sure the 
elbow stays stationary while the wrist is 
circling.  

The pattern is not established or performed 
continuously. 

Have the athlete practice circling the wrist. 

Practice with a shorter ribbon. 

The size of the spirals is uneven.  Have the athlete practice circling the wrist. 

Practice with a shorter ribbon. 
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Locomotor Movements with Ribbon 

Walk with horizontal snakes behind 

 
The athlete walks forward across the floor while performing horizontal snakes behind the back. 

 
When the athlete can do the ribbon pattern consistently well, try other locomotor movements such as skipping 
and running. 

 

Chassé with large frontal circles 

 

The athlete chassés sideways across the floor while performing large frontal circles with the ribbon. 

 

The ribbon circles must stay on plane. 

 

Walk backward with spirals 

 

The athlete walks backward across the floor while performing spirals with the ribbon. 
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Faults & Fixes Chart  Locomotor Movements with Ribbon  

Error Correction 

Ribbon pattern is not shown. Have the athlete practice just the ribbon 
pattern first and then add the locomotor 
movement. 

See the charts above for specific corrections 
for the ribbon patterns. 

Locomotor movement is incorrect. Have the athlete practice just the locomotor 
movement first and then add the ribbon. 
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Combinations with Ribbon 

 
Athletes must learn to move fluidly from one ribbon pattern to the next without stopping the movement of the 
ribbon. 

 
Combinations that include large and small ribbon patterns teach the athlete to move from the shoulder in the 
large patterns and from the wrist in small patterns, combining the two techniques. 

 

Athletes must learn to pass the ribbon stick from one hand to the other without affecting the ribbon pattern. 

 

The athlete must keep the ribbon from stopping or touching the floor when changing patterns or changing hands. 

 

The athlete should practice combinations of patterns with the right and left hands. 

Swing the ribbon up and do horizontal snakes down in front 

 

Keeping the arm extended and moving from the shoulder, the athlete swings the ribbon up and behind the back. 

 

Leading with the elbow, the athlete moves the arm down in front of the body while performing horizontal snakes 
with the ribbon. 

 

Swing the ribbon overhead and do vertical snakes across in front 

 

Beginning with the arms extended to the sides, the athlete performs an overhead swing with the ribbon.  This 
pattern is done from the shoulder. 

 

Moving the arm across in front of the body, the athlete performs vertical snakes.  This pattern is done from the 
wrist. 

 

The ribbon should keep moving at all times during the combination. 

 

Practice this combination with the right and left hands to lead up to the complex combination below. 
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Cross one arm over and do spirals on the side to a large frontal circle 

 
Holding the ribbon stick in the right hand, with the right arm crossed in front of the body, the athlete performs 
spirals on the side. 

 
Swinging the ribbon down first, the athlete performs a large counter-clockwise frontal circle with the ribbon. 

 
When the athlete is proficient at the ribbon pattern, she can walk forward during the spirals and step or cat leap 
over the ribbon on the large circle. 

 

Complex combination 
Swing the ribbon overhead and do vertical snakes across in front, adding a tiptoe turn and changing the ribbon stick 
from hand to hand behind the back. (Repeat the combination with the left hand.) 

 

This combination requires the athlete to perform ribbon patterns using different techniques as well as work with 
both hands. 

 

The ribbon must keep moving throughout the whole combination. 
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Group 
Whether the athletes compete in Rhythmic Gymnastics Group or not, training through group exercises has many 
benefits: 

 
Athletes learn to work together as a team. 

 
Athletes take on leadership responsibilities within the group. 

 

Athletes learn to toss, bounce and roll the hand apparatus to another athlete or coach. 

 

Parents, siblings and friends can join in activities with the athletes. 

 

Group activities are fun! 

With and without the hand apparatus, athletes learn to perform elements: 

 

In formations. 

 

The athletes perform movements in set formations, such as straight lines, learning to maintain the 
prescribed relationship between all members of the group. 

 

In synchronization. 

 

The athletes perform movements in synchronization, all moving at the same time. 

 

In sequence. 

 

The athletes perform movements in sequence, one after the other. 

 

With partners. 

 

The athletes perform movements with a partner:  holding hands, sharing a piece of equipment, or just 
moving together. 

 

With apparatus exchanges. 

 

The athletes exchange one or two pieces of hand apparatus with a partner.  

Below, you will find examples of each.  Be creative and make up group activities and encourage the athletes to do the 
same.  Remember  good body and apparatus technique are important during group activities. 
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Group Activities in Formations 

Walking in a line 

  

Have several athletes stand side by side in a line. 

 

As a group, staying in the line, the athletes walk four steps forward, stop and make a quarter turn to the right. 

 

The athletes walk four steps forward one behind the other in a line, stop and make a quarter turn to the right. 

 

The athletes walk four steps forward side by side in a line, stop and make a quarter turn to the right. 

 

The athletes walk four steps forward one behind the other in a line, stop and make a quarter turn to the right to 
return to the original position. 

 

To increase the difficulty of the exercise, have all athletes step on the same foot at the same time. 

 

This pattern can be done with any locomotor skill. 

Star formation 
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A group of athletes stand in a circle with their right hands together in the center of the circle.  The left arm is 
extended outside the circle. 

 
The athletes walk forward around the circle.  This is a good time to practice walking in relevé. 

 
Reverse and walk around the circle with the left hands in the center. 

Star formation with ball 

  

The athletes perform the star formation holding a ball in the hand that is in the center of the circle. 
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Group Activities in Synchronization 

Arabesque balance 

  

The athletes stand side by side in a line. 

 

All athletes step forward on the same foot at the same time and point the other foot behind. 

 

All athletes lift the back leg into arabesque at the same time. 

 

All athletes close the foot at the same time. 

 

The arm movements must also be performed in synchronization. 

Arabesque balance with ball 

   

The athletes perform the arabesque balance holding a ball. 
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Flip toss with hoop and jump through 

  

The athletes stand side by side in a line. 

 

The athletes perform a flip toss with 180° rotation at the same time. 

 

The athletes jump through the hoop and raise the hoop overhead at the same time. 
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Group Activities in Sequence 

Tiptoe turn 

 
The athletes stand side by side in a line. 

 
The first athlete at the end of the line performs a tiptoe turn. 

 

The next athlete performs a tiptoe turn, continuing down the line, one athlete at a time. 

 

Half tiptoe turn with hoop 

 

In sequence, the athletes perform a 180° tiptoe turn while swinging the hoop up and overhead. 
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Group Activities with Partners 

Chassé with a partner 

 
Side to side 

 
Two athletes face each other and hold hands. 

 

The athletes chassé sideways, stop and chassé sideways in the other direction back to their starting 
position. 

 

In a circle 

 

Two athletes face each other and hold hands. 

 

The athletes chassé sideways around the circle, stop and chassé sideways around the circle in the 
other direction. 

 

Side to side with hoop 

 

Two athletes face each other, each holding the edge of a hoop, and perform the chassés side to side or 
in a circle.  
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Chainé turn facing a partner 

 
Two athletes face each other. 

 
Each athlete performs a chainé turn to the right, which will move them away from each other. 

 
Each athlete performs a chainé turn to the left, which will move them back together to finish in their starting 
position. 

    

Walking under an arch 

 

Holding hands, the athletes stand in a line side by side. 

 

The two athletes at one end of the line raise their arms to make an arch. 

 

The athlete at the other end of the line leads the athletes under the arch, returning to the original line. 
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Group Activities with Apparatus Exchanges 

Rolling the hoop 

  

Roll the hoop with good technique.  Place both hands on top of the hoop, with the fingers pointing forward.  
Extend the arms in the direction of the roll to push the hoop forward. 

 

First, practice the exchange with one hoop. 

  

When the athletes can exchange one hoop successfully, practice the exchange with two hoops. 
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Tossing the hoop 

  

Toss the hoop with good technique  a straight arm pointing in the direction of the toss. 

 

Catch the hoop with one or two hands. 

 

First, practice the exchange with one hoop. 

  

When the athletes can exchange one hoop successfully, practice the exchange with two hoops. 
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Rolling the ball 

  

Two athletes sit in a straddle position, facing each other. 

 

The athletes roll the ball back and forth. 

Bouncing the ball 

  

Bounce the ball with good technique. 

 

Catch the ball with one or two hands. 

 

First, practice the exchange with one ball. 

 

When the athletes can exchange one ball successfully, practice the exchange with two balls. 

Tossing the ball 

  

Toss the ball with good technique  a straight arm pointing in the direction of the toss. 

 

Catch the ball with one or two hands. 

 

First, practice the exchange with one ball. 
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When the athletes can exchange one ball successfully, practice the exchange with two balls. 

Rolling the ball with a group 

  

Standing in a straddle position, the athletes form a line one behind the other. 

 

The athlete at the front of the line rolls the ball backward through the athletes legs. 

 

The athlete at the back of the line catches the ball and walks to the front of the line. 

 

Repeat the exercise until each athlete has a turn at the front of the line.  
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Seated Activities 
Athletes who use a wheelchair or have limited mobility can easily participate in rhythmic gymnastics.  For competition, 
Special Olympics provides seated routines for these athletes.  Below are several skills with each apparatus for seated 
athletes. Remember to find the correct size apparatus the athlete can handle easily. 

Rope 

Rotations holding the middle of a doubled rope 

 

Twist a doubled rope 

 

Spin a doubled rope 
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Place a doubled rope behind the neck 

 

Hoop 

Twist in the sagittal plane 

 

Twist on the frontal plane 
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Tap hoop on the floor 

  

Swing on a horizontal plane 
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Ball 

Roll on the arms 

 

Roll on the legs 
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Toss and catch 

  

Toss and trap in the arms 

 

Swing to pass the ball from one hand to the other 
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Ribbon 

Horizontal snakes 

  

Spirals 
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Overhead circles 

 

Swing up, horizontal snakes down in front 
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Modifications and Adaptations 
Success and safety are priorities during Special Olympics training and competition.  Success is not measured by medals 
and other external awards, but by the sense of accomplishment the athletes feel.  For this reason, it is often necessary to 
make adaptations to the rhythmic gymnastics equipment in order for the athletes to experience success.  For example, 
ribbon skills are often difficult for the athlete to learn with a long ribbon that meets Special Olympics specifications for 
competition.  However, the same skills may be accomplished easily with a shorter ribbon.  As the athlete becomes more 
proficient with the shorter ribbon, you can gradually increase the length of the ribbon to one that meets competition 
specifications. Training can only be safe and fun when the athletes have control of the apparatus. 

Likewise, many body skills are difficult for the athletes to learn and must be broken down into parts to ensure the 
athletes success in training.  For example, a passé pivot can be taught first as a balance and later as a pivot.  Remember 

 

it is important to break skills down into parts and to reward the athlete s effort! 

For competition, the Official Special Olympics Sports Rules specify the size of equipment and the requirements for 
routines and also provide forms to submit to the competition management if an athlete needs special modifications 
because of physical disabilities. 

Modifying Exercises 
Be creative and find ways to modify rhythmic gymnastics skills so that all athletes can participate.  For example, an 
athlete who has limited use of one arm may only be able to perfect skills with the dominant hand.  Encourage that 
athlete to try the skills with the weaker arm, whether with assistance from a partner or with a limited range of motion.  
Even if the technique of the skill is compromised, the attempt is what matters!   

Accommodating an Athlete s Special Needs 
Each athlete will present different needs and challenges, strengths and weaknesses. There are many ways to 
accommodate these special needs:  

 

Modify the apparatus to make it easier to handle. 

 

Allow the athlete to wear sneakers or other shoes that make balancing easier. 

 

Have athletes who are hearing impaired practice routines with a partner to learn rhythm. 

 

Guide the visually impaired athlete through skills. 

 

Make rhythmic gymnastics fun, no matter the ability level of the athlete. 

Modifying Your Communication Method 
Athletes learn differently.  Some respond better to vocal instructions, while others require visual cues.  Some athletes 
learn best if the coach guides them through the exercises.  Try a combination of all methods until you identify which 
works best for each athlete. 

Modifying Equipment 
There are many ways to modify the rhythmic gymnastics equipment to make it easier for the athletes to handle. 

Rope 

 

Use a shorter rope. 

 

Tie two knots at each end to make the rope easier to hold.  

Hoop 

 

Use a larger or smaller hoop. 

 

Tape the hoop with bright colors to make it easier to see. 
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Ball 

 
Use a larger or smaller ball. 

 
Deflate the ball slightly to make it easier to hold. 

Clubs 

 
Use shorter clubs. 

 

Tape the neck of the clubs with a bright color to make them easier to see. 

Ribbon 

 

Use a shorter ribbon. 

 

Pad the ribbon stick to make it easier to hold. 
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Cross Training in Rhythmic Gymnastics 
One of the keys to success in a sport is staying healthy and injury free.  Cross training developed as a result of injury 
rehabilitation and is now also used for injury prevention.  Cross training means substituting exercises unrelated to the 
specific skills of a particular sport.  In most sports, athletes overuse some muscles; with cross training, they can 
maintain muscular balance and thus help prevent overuse injuries.   

Rhythmic gymnastics requires more flexibility than many other sports, so it is especially important for the athletes 
to do strength training in order to be able to control that flexibility.  Core strength and stability are necessary for the 
rhythmic gymnastics participant to be able to perform most of the body skills correctly.  Body placement and alignment 
are of the utmost importance. 
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Pilates 
Pilates is an excellent cross training system to complement rhythmic gymnastics.  Following is a modified Pilates mat 
class.  It is important for the athletes to perform the exercises with good form.  It is more beneficial to do a few correct 
repetitions than many repetitions with poor form and alignment.  Once the athletes progress beyond these exercises, 
find a certified Pilates instructor to teach the next variations using the proper technique.  Remember  it is easier to 
teach the exercises with good form from the beginning than to try to correct mistakes later.  

 

The Hundred 

  

Lie on your back.  Reach the arms long by the sides.  Scoop the abdominals in and up.  Lift the head and focus 
on your belly.  Pump vigorously with the arms, inhaling for five counts and exhaling for five counts.  Below are 
two options for placement of the legs. 

 

The Hundred modified  
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The Hundred with legs in a tabletop position  

  

Teaching Hint  Hold the athlete s hands to teach the pumping motion.  

 

Half Roll Down 

  

Sit with your legs bent and together, feet flat on the floor.  Place your hands lightly behind your thighs.  Scoop 
your abdominals in and up so that your body forms the shape of a C.  
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Keeping the shape of the C, round back.  Return to the sitting position.  

 

Single Leg Circles 

 

Lie on your back with your knees bent, feet flat on the floor.  Reach the arms long by the sides.  Bend one leg in 
toward your chest and extend it toward the ceiling. 

  

Cross the extended leg over the body to begin the circle.  Circle the leg five times in this direction. 
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Open the extended leg slightly to begin the circle in the opposite direction.  Circle the leg five times in this 
direction. 

  

Remind the athlete to engage the abdominal muscles to keep the hips and torso still. 

 

Teaching Hint 

 

Hold the athlete s foot to guide the leg during the circles.  

Rolling like a Ball 

  

Athletes who have Down Syndrome and have been diagnosed with atlanto-axial instability should never do this 
exercise. 

 

Sit in a tight ball (tuck position), with heels together and knees apart.  Hold the ankles.  Lift the feet off the floor 
and balance. 
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Roll back onto the shoulders and return to the balanced position. 

 

Single Leg Stretch 

  

Lie on your back.  Bend both knees into your chest.  Lift your head.  Place both hands on your right knee 
(outside hand can move close to the ankle) and extend the left leg.  Change to the other leg.  When you first 
learn this exercise, you might need to practice just changing the hands from leg to leg.  

 

Spine Stretch Forward 
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Sit tall with your legs extended, a little wider than hip width apart.  Flex your feet.  Extend your arms forward.  

  

Round forward and return to the sitting position.  

  

Teaching Hint  Hold a foam roller behind the athlete s back to show the correct posture.  

 

Saw 
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Sit tall with legs extended, a little wider than hip width apart.  Flex your feet.  Extend your arms to the sides. 

  

Twist to the right, reaching toward the little toe on the right foot with the left hand. 

  

Return to your starting position.  Reverse the exercise, twisting to the left. 

  

Teaching Hint 

 

During the twist, hold the athlete s hips in place.  Remind the athlete to scoop the abdominals in 
and up to achieve stability in the hips. 


